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To his highest and most serene Monseigneur
The Prince of Conty
Sire,
With weapons, valour has no reason to exist. It is those that became the first nobility, & by
those that acquire true honour, first of the heroes: but weapons, without method & without
skill, can most often harm rather than serve. Bravery is no more powerful when it is
opposed by the same bravery; & if it is that the weapons are equal, it is not magnanimity
that creates triumph, but uniquely dexterity which procures the noble exercise of fencing
with arms, given principles, while giving vivacity, suppleness, precision & steadiness,
supporting a natural intrepidness, inspiring confidence which one desires, & learning what
one must do & what must be avoided in attack & defence.
As it appears to me, Sire, that we have up until the present only superficially established
the rules of this Art; & that an also intelligible method for everyone, that is easy to follow,
was to desire upon this part of instruction the most essential for a man of the sword, I have
sought to make known all the true elements.
Thus YOUR MOST SERENE SIRE, to which heroism & the love of the arts are hereditary, &
thus the name alone defines all the virtues of the CITIZEN PRINCE, thus that the most
eminent qualities of the heart & spirit, to agree, with suite of his bounty for me, the homage
of my exposures in the Art which I have the honour to teach to young gentlemen to which
he is attached, & to be persuade from the beginning & of the very profound respect with
which I am, SIRE, of your highest serenity, the very humble and very obedient,
DANET
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Preface
Here are the fruits of twenty-five years of experience of practice. I need not give my true love
for the arms and research which I have made & the understanding that I have acquired
gradually. These are that which assure me several prizes of proof & masterpieces of my
comrades, for their admission to the Company of Masters in the deed of arms of Paris.
Often spectators at assaults are very strong fencers, either French or foreigners. I always
made observations & reflections on the possibility, or impossibility of a hit, while searching
the surest means of achieving valour, or annihilation, to be able by indicating the principles
with confidence. These are my talents, if I do not flatter myself too much, which I have
procured the advantage to give lessons in arms to several princes & teach again today
gentlemen attached to A.S. Mgrs, the Princes of Conty & de la Marche, thus that those of
S.A. Mgr, the Prince of Monaco.
My research & my experience reiterated, made me understand how the game of arms was
superior to that of the Ancients, enlightened more and more my ideas & my perceptions, &
determined me to make this tract. I persuaded myself that one will find a new plan & the
developed principles, in such a way to become also easy and useful to all who are in the
profession of arms; no less an aim which I propose.
Convinced that pupils, for the ordinary, they preferably apply themselves to vain & minute
matters, I do not speak of parades with the hand, disarms, voltes & passes, than can be
perceived as so many futile games, childlike in their ignorance, are contrary to progress
under arms & dangerous in a serious affair. There are already banished from the Paris
Academies: it can be such again in all the fencing salles of the Province!
Since it is impossible to make seen by the design of all the variations, the finesses & the
imperceptible actions which multiply themselves infinitely in assaults, I have not had
engraved for the demonstration of these postures & the principal attacks, which to me
appear to be the most interesting, such in the representations the assailants, that by the
traced figure of angles, openings, circles & demi-circles decline by the revolution of the
point of the sword before a thrust attack. Furthermore, my postures, which appear neither
too high nor too low, are hardly annoying. I follow this thus with the Laws of Nature, which
go towards his aim, but never to the contrary.
In seeking to make myself heard, however that I desire it, I have tried to give the most exact
definitions as is possible for me, the name & the thing for each division of the parts of my
art. I believe I have also conserved in the course of this Tract the same tone of dialogue that
I hold with my pupils when I train them, & I report no less frequently the questions which
they give me, relative to Arms, to judge the usefulness of my responses, or reflections which
I make.
I have divided my principles into lessons in the order which appear to me to be the most
methodical. I imagine that they can be a great secours in the greater part of Masters in the
province, who have more talent in practicing the art of arms than in teaching it. It is for the
misfortune of humanity, the thing that occupies them the least is the science of the art:
content to have learned to thrust passably, they reckon their reputation is sufficiently
established upon this small merit. They neglect to acquire the understandings that must be
done & avoid, either to reform themselves or to shorten the time in which they use to
instruct. They are making a vicious practice, which has no other law then their fantasy.
They must think that the simple routine makes an able man, & that one must have
infinitely more talent to teach than to practice. It is not enough to have only acquired some
notions of an art by practice that one has studied, one must also have a theory underneath
the same practice, continual reflections upon the practices that one has contracted, an
absolute abandonment of preventions, a deep & reasoned study of the Ancient principles &
those of the Modern. Those who would explain the practical science of arms in a book,
where one established rules to follow, has doubts, inconsequential matters & parts of

practice without order & without connection, with which he pretends to become a studentmaster in less than a year, imprudently imitating Phaeton, who declared himself the Light
of the Universe.
A good master occupies himself continually with his pupil, seeking to gain his confidence,
study his spirit & his character, predicting with an air of obligation upon his faults, the
bend & to pass good hours with wisdom & virtue. He will convince him especially more by
example than by precepts. He will proportion the instruction to his intelligence. He will
apply himself to rendering intelligible principles, to enlightening his doubts, explain to him
the reason for each choice, making him conquer his difficulties. He will communicate to
him most profoundly the measure by which he appears to make progress. Finally, he forces
himself to give his pupil the idea of the perfection of the art using sensible examples &
those of honour, and his own honour will be a distinguished pathway. Here is the idea of
what I think makes an excellent master.
Although I make all my efforts to make me useful for everyone, it will nevertheless too
presumptuous of my method to reach universal acceptance. It is almost impossible to
undress the self-love for someone who have adopted false systems; also, I do not show off
my principles than those who are not disposed to contradict than to applaud of food faith;
& I pray for the latter, not only to aid their observations & their advice, but even their
critics, to submit to the judgement of true connoisseurs. A judicious critic is the torch of
the Sciences & Arts: concurrent with their elevation or their perfection, which is to serve the
state.
If some day my work can give birth to another, or more advantageous, or more instructed
then him, I will, it seems to me, almost do more for the progress of Arms, because it is not
an easy choice than to fair aimer to men what suits them & encourage them to make some
fairly great efforts to surpass their predecessors. Thus, this tract becomes somewhat useful
than I desire: that it is tasteful, reckoned & put into practice, that is my true ambition.
Introduction
The use of the sword is so ancient that one cannot assign it to one true era. One can say
that people carried them for a long time before the foundation of the Monarchies, & that
after their establishment they have been successively used in the wars of diverse nations.
The Athenians were perhaps the first who gave birth to the game with the point, which is
what is fencing. The Romans, among whom the art of fencing became a very great
recommendation, they established the rules which they reduced to principles.
But to believe that these same principles have arrived with us is to be disabused. A penalty
puts us strictly in practice today alone the rules which were dictated to us & taught for two
hundred years by French masters. From this one can judge how great are the reforms
created after which are written on the manner of practice & teaching fencing with weapons.
After however that this art is again today in infancy in accord with the theory, as advanced
by Sir Angelo, the English Author, it is that is demonstrated that the practice has not
rapidly mounted to this high degree of perfection that it is in France, that by help of Theory,
which can hardly itself go to a higher degree of perfection than that is in France, that by the
safety of theory, since there is no other blow possible that one can know or derive from this,
& if one can, where it cannot be parried. It is not between the hands of the Foreign masters
that the art has already been lost however it can be gained among French masters. Sir
Angelo, who received his principles eight years ago, avows however (in contradiction to page
XXX, concerning the Italian Guards, with which he prefaces his Treatise on the School of
Arms in folio, printed in London in 1763, both in English and in French, with the aid of two
hundred and thirty-two subscriptions from princes & greatest seniors of England) that he is
the premier master in the world for good grace & ability. Whether he is on this point in good
faith or not, it is no less certain that there is a difference between the principles of

foreigners & those of the French in their performance, which is far from the intent of a
tableau in its complete perfection.
The parallel, as one could say, is it not too accidental, & dare you?
Yes, one should dare when one is able to demonstrate. Is there any wonder in this?
The arts which are practiced in France more than any other kingdom, devise each day; &
well in these regards, the present century adds much to the light of the previous century. A
master of yore often believed he had reached the goal, but he was not again at the end of
the path; & well others than him have given lessons to pupils that they are receiving today.
There are only the dedicated talents which give the confidence which one wants. This
confidence is absolutely necessary. Without it, without a bit of self-esteem, which is nothing
else with regards to the arts than emulation, we would hardly ever go out, nor of this state
of stupidity where we often retain those who we estimate wrongly to be must superior to
ourselves, nor this timid subjugation, of this pusillanimity, which stops talent, prevents
their birth, their progress, their perfection. Such then, such cultivating his art, can develop
him, correct him, enrich him & communicate to him that he thinks correctly of perfecting
himself, is without contradiction of those who from this acquire superiority, since it takes
more talent to reform than to produce.
Returning now to the progress of the Company of Paris in the exercise & teaching of arms;
seeking to make an understanding of the motive in their prerogatives which one is in accord
with, & establishments, if it is possible for us, with the definition of this art, its origin & its
cause, its usefulness & its advantages, its discipline & its effects, before we engage in the
detail of its principles.
When one wants to pay attention to the different methods described by the old French
masters, with the principles of them put into practice today, one will doubt that they have
again appeared up to the present in the art of arms, a single book giving the meritorious
rules to be followed, & one presumes easily by the surpassing progress that the Company of
Paris has already done since it was united into one Company, how much more it will be
afterwards.
The cause of this progress comes, since one cannot doubt, not only from the singular
protection that kings are thought must be accorded to this art, but again to the reformation
of the statutes of the Company of Paris, as a consequence of which the Elders, by losing
their abused right to practice & teach arms under their name, have ordained that ProvostGatekeepers who would want to arrive at the Academy, would henceforth be four years at
the school instead of two, & would be required in addition, for their reception, to make chefd’oeuvre & experience both sorts of arms against six chosen masters, under pain of being
sent back to school, if there were beaten in the masterpiece of two clear touches with the
single sword, by the two premier masters which they were tested in public.
Since Louis XIII, after having received a good education, & being a good example, that the
young nobility received at the Academy of Paris, have deigned to accord in 1643; the new
Letters of Patent of conformation, to fix for six years the exercise of aspirants to the
academy, & conserve in addition the masters of good esteem & perfection in their
performance & observation of the statutes & regulations that they have arrived at, it is
certain that they were rendered able in the instruction of the youth, instead of the French
being obliged to go, as in the past, in foreign countries, to be able to learn the practice of
arms; it is the foreigner, on the contrary, who are themselves constrained to come to France
for the same thing.
It is also for the puissant considerations that led Louis XIV to expediate in 1656 in favour of
the Company of Masters, fixed in number to twenty, other letters of patent by which, in
accordance with six more senior masters, after twenty years of practice, a instar of certain
military men, with letters of nobility which were inheritable by their descendants, the

monarch attributed again to each member of the company, the liberty to become among
gentlemen, either French, or Nationals, to teach them the exercise of arms, & furthermore,
the right to commit & establish in the towns of the kingdom those of their provosts who had
completed their time in the their school.
These distinctions given to him, by a necessary suite, the faculty to have his causes
committed to Tribunal of MM. the Marechal of France, for his personal actions under deeds
of arms & point of honour. They seemed however more for him be due, than one can only to
disagree that the first Nobility is that which is acquired under arms; & it was well that the
masters who, by their state, have honour to put arms in the hands of princes to
demonstrate them the practice, & who each became in particular governors of the young
nobility, knew favourites & distinguished among the Communities of Arts & Trades of the
kingdom.
What is in fact more noble & more useful than an art that our kings have avowed &
recognised in their Letters of Patent as the basis of public peace, military discipline & the
foundation & security of the state? Do we want to define it to give a fair idea? In its nature,
it is the principle of true valour & the glory of heroes, a supporter of Laws & Justice. In it’s
practice, it is the science of forming order against our enemies an attack without danger, &
to defend ourselves equally with advantage when they attack us; furthermore, it is
experience founded on principles that the theory & practice demonstrated with physical
certainty; & if one wants more, it is the talent & skill to protect oneself also certainly
against a mortal blow, thus to be able to deliver likewise with superiority. Passing back to
its origins.
Man, in seeking the most proper means to conserve his life, has only, so to say, found those
of his destruction. Interest, ambition, pride, betrayal, violence & injustice are the source of
all the disastrous inventions of his tranquillity & the propagation of his space. Scarcely had
he found iron, then he conceived how to bend it, to extend it and polish it. Soon it appeared
as lances, swords & a thousand other diverse arms each formed for the nature of combat:
but the sword was to be recognised as the most harmful & the most certain for attack or
defence, a result of its lightness, one established on the game of the point the particular
rules, & thus the origin & cause of the art of fencing. Our personal divisions, as well that
the wars between states have rendered its used indispensable & thus the motive for its
utility which found it already enclosed in the definitions that we have come to give of this
art. Proving this utility & adding some reflections.
To be able to play itself, without being troubled with the fear of losing life with regard to a
cruel enemy who wants to pette & who seeks us out, don't we say that the cry of nature
aspires only to this happiness? Or what other more certain means to give us tranquillity,
confidence & courage, than the science of self-defence with whatever certainty than
superiority? If the exercise of arms is the protector & conservator of our days; it can even
become our liberator as many times as you would like to attempt, how can one defer for an
instant in studying the principles so as to render them familiar?
Go further: how about a father, who, cherishing his son, wants, before introducing him to
the world, to give him an agreeable education at the party that he must embrace himself,
can he neglect to make him learn the sole capable exercise, not only to protect him against
the tempest of his scorching youthfulness, but also to plant in his heart the sentiments of
honour, true courage & prudence, principles accorded to the art of arms? If after this it
comes about that the young man enters into a brawl through his own imprudence, or if, as
a fault of having exercised under arms, he has cause to support a point of honour, by
exposing himself with too much steadiness in single combat, steadiness which is only in
this case a temerity, his father shouldn't he be imputed the first cause of this event, when
he has neglected to have him learn that which he must use to conserve his life than to
avoid even putting it in danger? By giving a sword to his son he must not less have him
learn the manner to save himself as required?

Such is the actual indifference of the Nation, that seems that it disavows the advantages
that have retired in all the times of the art of arms, such that it has fallen among them to
be forgotten for some years, unfortunately all that the greatest masters did to bring them
up to the greatest perfection.
However, that the old compare the art with the arts, while it is one from which we can take
more fruit than that of arms? The sole certainty contributes more essentially to form the
constitution, temperament & character of a young man, & acquire in him the education &
good graces that all sciences that one pushes on him to practice. Indeed it is the practice of
this art, which given time develops his body, and makes him steady on his legs; it is this
which makes him make neat movements, assures his carriage, gives him strength,
suppleness, lightness, skill, precision, ease, grace & nobility; it is these which, given
circumstances rule his ambition, reprimand his temerity, temper his petulance, soften his
character & animate his confidence; it is these which teach him to conquer himself in order
to conquer others, imprinting respect in them & speaking with them with true bravery,
gentility, politeness, moderation, circumspection, prudence & wisdom; it is these finally
which perfect him, guide him, sustain him, transport him & raise him above himself.
Above-all these advantages, it promotes & fortifies, as another further thing, the most
precious thing of all, which is health. Very rarely do we see her deranging, when one
exercises under arms all the openings with moderation & proportionate strength. These are
not almost always that the debauchery of youth which are lost are very inestimable, given
one only knows all the prize after having lost it.
All the arts of exercise are each uniquely marked out, & yet concurrent in forming an
education: for example, the art of mounting a horse is a noble exercise; it is useful for
everyone, but most particularly the military, chauffeurs & travellers. It renders easier the
movement of the limbs. It agrees with a man of the sword & makes up one part of his
education.
The art of dance, with which one ordinarily begins exercise, has especially the merit of
inclining one towards good comportment, regular movements, agreeable posture, gives
agility & manners; how to step nobly, to present oneself & to salute graciously. This will,
without doubt, incline the body of a young man, & have him acquire an air of urbanity, the
best turnout, & the art of mounting a horse & that of dancing: And so, since one has paid
attention, one will perceive that the practice of arms not only renders firm all the great
advantages, but even perfects them.
The good effects that it produces are surprising. Before giving them as a good idea, making
the remark at first the good order that one remarks in the Academy of Paris.
In the olden times one was obliged, for it to contain young folk, to take pains against those,
but at present this precaution is useless, they are peaceful, honest & considerate one for
the other: never did you see there any dissolution, licentiousness: never did they deviate
form the laws of society, nor good customs. Animated by the example of civil reciprocity,
they observed these without cease & they always paid great attention to mark politeness &
deference to those to whom it was due. Obedient & respecting towards the master who they
engage to direct them with good examples & precepts, they have again all particular
honesty for his provost. Here the good order which reigned in the academies. One can
assure oneself of these that no part of young folk ne font, nor as upright, nor as wise, nor
better occupied, no more certain of their person than during the time in which they pass in
this noble & heathy exercise.
One has seen & one sees again men of greater than 50 & 60 years do not disdain to return
from time to time, over several months, the exercise of arms in preference to all others, to
regain their health, retard old age & maintain their body with suppleness & lightness. We
have ourselves taught those that, believing at first they should join the young pupils, are

then communicated with those with such pleasure, that they could not cease in making
eulogies of their urbanity & regretted the loss of the habit to see it.
How many times the athletes, rooms to exercise, weren't they angry to separate at the end
of the day, & impatiently desire tomorrow to take up exercise.
One has no doubt that continual work, joined with a lively & ardent application, opens
necessarily the judgment of a young man, & give him the love of arms. The more he
exercises, the more the taste the prize of exercise. Accustomed to being overcome, his
confidence & his courage are sometimes frozen: but as he comes to the end, through skill &
ability to conquer in turn those who had superiority over him; his emulation heats & his
confidence is reanimated. He is convinced that work alone gives certainty in the parry,
learns to slip, or to predict the blow of his adversary; & soon to replace himself upon some
or other uncertain blow, he prepares himself on the contrary to make valour & determined
judgement the first of these circumstances. After having already reflected on the pitfalls &
dangers that petulance & thoughtlessness which have made him run several times. He
seeks the means to protect himself & conquer them. Forced to study them himself, he
proves how one must distrust of his strengths & of his know-how: experience shows him
that if, for one part, timidity is a weakness, the other also, too much valour or presumption
becomes temerity, because with regards to a man as brave as him, & who has otherwise
acquired skill & precision through practice of arms, bravery becomes insufficient. Thus, the
fear of encountering a stronger man than him retains in him the bounds of circumspection;
& not long before he is susceptible to being piqued by a word, banter, slightly ambiguous, &
to seek out specific combats. Which degrade instead of illustrating, his wisdom & prudence,
which he could avoid without compromising himself.
One has often remarked that pupils who have superior strength have mutual respect for
each other, have very rarely their differences, & that if at all times he used it between them,
the end is not also enclosed than the divisions which arise between somewhat experimental
pupils, because the understanding of peril makes at first the greatest attention to protect
oneself from bad blows, such as the latter, on the contrary, who has less talent & practice,
delivers himself with too much temerity & neglects to cover himself or to recover with the
necessary speed.
Who will doubt after this that such & if good effects only must, if not corrected, at least
soften insensibly a ferocious character? Who will only think that frequent reflections on
these amiable qualities which place in men only to try to multiply in the heart of young
Frenchmen the seeds of natural beauty, only try for him to birth, instead of vicious
passions, of these brusque & gross manners, a secret envy to make to see the sentiments
for peace Would he never have felt the assaults, if he had not started practicing arms early?
Yes, certainly, by paying attention, one perceives that a moral sentiment will give it a fair
grace to an enemy from which it will make to see a decided superiority.
In the following, far from being aggressor, he only needs defend himself when one cannot let
pass by the times to invoke the safety of Justice and Laws; & an internal voice which only
commands him to what is truly necessary, he will come to distinguish when the cry of
honour is legitimate. He will remember the true enemies of the state & religion are only
those which must be fought for. Friend of his co-citizens, he will only seek to signal himself
among them, then give them an example of his zeal is well extended & this love if tender
that our forefathers had for the foundation of the country & the glory of their sovereign. It is
in all these sentiments that he finds himself, & thus he will come to the point of honour.
That only we are possible to inspire to the young French nobility to propose himself always
the similar virtues so worthy of her!
But unfortunately, each one is only concerned with his pleasures. One prefers to spend his
time in promenades, hunts, society balls, concerts & comedies. They who only must do

other than relaxing of labours, or an honest amusement & travel, we do, to thus say, the
more serious affairs & his daily occupation
After which, idleness & intemperance which are taken of disgust for the more fortunate
pastime, directing insensibly to those games of chance, a source of greatest disorder, where
each compromise dignity & his reputation. There, the spectator free from his passion
almost unfortunately for him, abandoned form the heat of the game, & thrown to the strong
all there is. Has he lost? Shame, despite, remorse, despair, animates fury. All becomes a
crime in his eyes. He thinks himself offended of those who do not give the matter at least
equivocally. Soon it threatens, then it injures, then it wants to beat oneself. If we seem to
refuse it, it intends to constrain there absolutely. If only however he received some
principles of arms, but it is precisely his ignorance which blinds him & renders him
temeritous. He ends up fighting, he ends up as a thousand others by being killed.
In vain they cry without cease against this exhibition of ignorance & this culpable temerity
which causes the loss of humanity. Busy people, the pokers & the petty masters, who,
commonly, are the least brave, pretending that each one is sufficiently brave, because one
has seen, they say, people without theory & without practice to overcome more
inexperienced. What gross illusion! That which arrives sometimes, because they have
principles, understanding their superiority over their adversaries, they have menages for too
long & perhaps also with too much confidence, following that a man who has practiced
arms should not always have the advantage over an ignorant or unskilled fellow? Isn't it the
deception willingly upon the rare winds don’t hide from accidental causes?
Why are we hiding thousands, contrary examples? Those who be a hundred to one against
in an uncertain thing, are, without doubt, fools; is it not to fill on those who have initiated
in combats or acted this way in life? There is no more reason to support this assertion that
there would only be to turn arms against himself, because one will not be able to make
them serve according to the desires against his enemy. The watchful man who does
nothing, resembles those who have great strength without skill, the second exhausts his
vigour without utility. It is only thus that when one ceases to be temeritous that one begins
to be truly brave; & if it is a point at which the greatest bravery has no power, it is precisely
in this instant, where this man who only has his temerity going for him, fights himself
against those who unite valour with know-how, experience & skill.
But speaking of this: forgetting reason is to caress softness & laziness to authorise a
dangerous ignorance; & it looks like well the people who would do for the benefit of the
state, living by chance without aiming for any other target. Avowing themselves to military
service, they place all their presumptuousness and confidence into a bravery which they
can barely understand, or give they are often given to poor employ; & they do not think that
the exercise of arms can give them the vivacity, strength & skill to defend their life in an
infinity of circumstances.
Finally, negligence of arms is such that one will judge how it mattered to reveal emulation,
to found in the principal towns of the kingdom, for example tat of Toulouse, prizes for those
who present themselves on the concours, & we must presume of the wisdom & sagacity of
the minister, that he will understand, without doubt, that it will be for the good of the state
to not expedite to the future some Lieutenant stripes to young folk, or nobles, or Roturiers,
who would enter the service of the king, they had not justified by certificate of a master of
arms duly legalised by a judge, instead, having learned to fence in the space of at least a
year. What good would not result for the service, if one undertook these precautions,
perhaps, the only capable, in by preventing the engorging in which the nation the most
bellicose appears to be falling into, to revive it through vigorous exercise of arms as much
as he can the other in the times of peace among the Athenians & Romans.
After having entered into detail that which we have properly proved is necessarily
indispensable to the swordsman to exercise under arms, we return to the task which we

have imposed on yourself. It is uniquely for you, O Frenchmen, who must support the glory
of the nation, that we have made efforts to second those who you must do for the defence of
the country. Could you have less attachment to the exercise of arms than foreigners who
only spare nor work, spend, nor travel to learn? How humiliating it will be for you to see
them acquire in front of your eyes an advantage that you have always conserved for them!
Such shame will there be for you who ignored an art given they instruct themselves with
such exactitude, & which accords in them so singularly with your zeal, your ardour, your
vivacity & your dexterity?
In all the times that you have cultivated & made flourish the Arts & Sciences, & you should
in your emulation of this high distinction that you have such deserving. Remember thus
that you only force nations to continue to doubt you & you estimate, that while conserving
a superiority over those by your bravery & your talents in the wielding of arms.
In our regard we estimate fortunately ourselves, if only musing to demonstrate to you the
deeds of arms which we prepare as the most certain, for you to conquer at such times as
you will defend your life, our work & our reflections for the perfection of our art can for you
become also salutes to our desires.
Advertisement
I have established in three parts the divisions & subdivisions of my lesson. The first
comprises the simple game; the second, the double game & the third the decisive game.
Although my principles are for academic exercise, as one shall see, are not overly extended
as those other treatises which have appeared up to the present on my art, I was able to
push much further again the detail, without being obliged to repeat a thousand pointless
things that various authors have taken care to describe, especially against the progress of
the art that is for its perfection, if I haven’t fear of becoming again more boring from to
many indispensable repetition for the necessity of gradual learning by my pupils, which
itself cannot hardly go to a higher degree; since there is no other blow.
1- that which is to be done in advancing
2-All that can be interpreted from fixed foot upon the multiplication of the same attack
3- that which can again be executed while trumping measure; three important divisions
upon each thrust, which one teaches him all the resources that he will do value in the
attack, defence & retreat, according to circumstances where he finds himself engaged. In
addition, I have not used, wherever I have found it possible, those terms which can give a
distinct idea, fixed & determined in a manner too abstract for itself, so that one cannot
appear difficult to reduce it to convey a meaning for everyone.
How to choose blades
The first care for a swordsman must be to assure himself of a good blade. So as to
understand this, one must 1- that his stop, that is to say, the middle side, must be
somewhat thick to give it somebody; 2- that it must be very united, because if in passing
lightly the fingers from one end to another, one senses ripples, it is proof that it has not
been well forged. 3- that it has no straw points, which are little black ridges, some of which
go across, some along the length. Although the latter are not the subjects that cause a
break in the blade, it is convenient to reject them for greater safety. When thus one has
found one with the required qualities, one will pass it through hot sand, so as to find the
sort of grease it is coated with, & in which is hidden faults: if after this precaution it
appears exempt, one must not stop there, one must push the blade against the wall; & if it
is forms a circle well, while making the point bend about eighteen inches from the guard
without force, from then on one can judge it very good; but if on the contrary it resists, that
is to say if the bend shifts towards the point, & that the rest of the blade is straight& stiff, it
is a considerable fault which must be however rejected if this remains distorted. All the time

that one can assure that the blades which are distorted by only a little are not any less
good. This flex is a mark of a soft & bending temper, which is the best quality. It is not the
same for a stiff blade, the temper is always cross-grained & breakable. To assure oneself
thus of a good temper with certainty, it is only a question of breaking the loop at the point
of the blade. Then if the temper appears grey, it is certainly good; if on the contrary it is
white, it is not wanted.
How to mount the sword
It is not enough to have made a choice of a good blade; one must be mounted with as much
advantage as security.
The advantage is that the body of the guard is a little inclined towards quarte, this gives
facility in the disengagement. The grip must be square & proportionate for the length to the
largeness that takes the hand steady. From this one holds much better his sword.
Security consists of only allowing the furbisher to file the tang to reduce it when it is found
to be fatter than normal. It is better to have it opened & filed in his presence the inside of
the body of the guard & the hole of the pommel, to make full exactly well the voids from the
setting of the furniture, to push them together quickly with a hammer, & peen, without the
help of a file, the end of the tang like the point of a diamond.
A hollow blade is more commodious than a flat one for particular combats, because of its
lightness. The flat is only useful for the army, either foot, or horse, being always too heavy
in the tip.
To be in just proportion, it must have from the guard to the point about two & a half feet in
length. A too long blade is dangerous, it obliges one to retire the arm to make use of the
point, it is this which gives the adversary the advantage of a time against him.
Distinction between the strong and weak of the blade & what is called inside and outside
The sword has two cutting edges: a strong & a weak. The strong is from the guard or shell
towards the middle, & the weak is taken from the middle of the blade up to the point. All
attacks are thrust, either inside or outside the arm, & are parried with the strong of the
blade. When one holds the sword extended out flat in front of him, one calls it inside the
arm, the cutting edge of the blade which looks to the left side, & inside the arm, the cutting
edge which looks to the right side. The side of the blade which shines in the eyes when held
out flat is named over the arm, & the other side is called under the arm, either turned to
tierce or quarte. Thus, to thrust inside the arm, is to lunge a thrust between the arms of his
adversary, where, this is the same thing, the left side of his sword: to thrust outside the
arm, is to adjust the thrust outside the arm of the adversary, where, he being the same
way, is to the right side of his sword: to thrust over the arm, is to deliver to an adversary an
attack outside or over the arm, while passing the sword over his arm: to thrust under the
arm, is to deliver the thrust at his enemy outside or inside the arm, while passing the blade
underneath his arm.

Part 1- simple game
Among the arts, sir, one of the most difficult to acquire is that of arms. The greatest
masters, as well as the most distinguished pupils who have preceded us, aided by the best
lessons & written methods, cannot come close to the desired aim. The most beautiful
disposition of the body, vigour, impatient desires to learn, the most followed application, are
not enough. One must pay more attention, of memory, of docility, patience, intelligence,
reflection & long practice.
The principal fundamentals of arms are steadiness of legs, flexibility & balance of the body,
understanding of measure, exactness sin execution, precision in parries and ripostes & on
the retreat.
Although one faults the time taken to uncover perfect fencing, it is certain however that
modern masters render the art most easy to learn than was the case in the preceding
century.
This first part, the most off-putting, because it is acquired on the plastron, you will
necessarily be occupied during this time to consolidate oneself solidly in the first principles,
without which you will never make great progress.
The second, which is only contained within the double details repeated upon the simple
game & particular attacks, you will advance by degrees of difficulty to give you vivacity &
hand.
The third, contains the end of arms will be the solution to the rules put into practice
towards perfection.
In putting sword in hand, I must, sir, begin by teaching you how to hold it well.
How to hold the sword
To hold the sword advantageously it must be that the hilt is found between the thenar &
the hypothenar, & the pommel is at the start of the hand; that the thumb is extended
almost at a distance of about twelve lines from the shell on the flat of the hilt; that at the
same time the middle of the index is placed on top of the hilt near the shell; that the hilt is
kissed by the large finger, & again gripped against the thenar towards the pommel by the
ring & ear fingers; but only clench the hilt at the instant that you thrust, or when you
parry; because the muscles of the thumb, the index & the large finger are numbed
promptly, instead it is not the same for these which are acted upon by the little and ring
fingers.
There are occasions where it is convenient to let go with two fingers during the execution of
certain attacks. I will pay attention to warn you when this is to be done.

Chapter 1- of the guard
To put oneself on guard is to take an attitude which I recognised as the most certain for
attack & for defence.
To be well on guard one must be easy, sure, regular & grace in determining the position.
I only allow a regular & proper guard be used against all guards or any kind: thus
1- Hold your sword without clenching too much. Thumb on the flat of the grip at a distance
of about twelve lines from the shell, while pressing the pommel with the little finger & ring
finger.
2- Incline the cutting edge of your blade a little to the inside.
3- that the pommel is found at the height of the right flank & the point of the sword raised
a little higher than the grip
4- efface the body in such a way that you are in profile & that the feet, thighs, shoulders,
right arm & sword are in the same direction, to deploy rapidly their spirit when carrying
oneself forward.
5- that the heel of the left foot, is found to be with regard of the ankle of the left foot, at a
distance of less than two paces, & form by the tops of the shoes an open right angle
6- that the left hand is at temple height, forms a demi-circle by circling the arm which must
be free in its articulations & on the same line as the right foot when in its extension.
7- that the fingers, without being open, are a little bent, palm of the hand at the height of
the eye & at a distance of about half a foot, the elbow a little to the outside at a height of the
crook of the armpit.
8- that the right arm is not negligent in being held, to be supple & free, & have very rapid
movements, a little bent & the elbow to the inside
9- that the left knee is bent until the grounding is found on the tip of the foot turned to the
outside
10- that the body is strong, free, upright & seated in balance upon the left thigh before
extension, inclined a little forward in the extension of the attack, without abandoning the
end of the his impulsion, nor carrying the right foot inside no outside so as to not shorten
measure with a curved line, & expose the body on the inside or outside..
11- that in the extension, the left foot is found flat & steady on the ground, the ankle &
thigh well extended, such that the right leg flexes at the knee, until the grounding is on the
ankle, supporting all the weight of the torso & the head carried forward by the impulsive
extension of the right arm.
12- that the left knee is promptly bent to recover with liberty & in good order under arms,
the right wrist returning to its first position.
13- that the right knee is fully supple & flexible
14- that the head, always turned with regards to the enemy, straight ahead & free in is
movements, & that the wrist, by its opposition, is always protected in the thrusting attack.
Note: Since there are people who, to be in a convenient guard for their body type, have their
legs more or less open; that is to say, above or below the two paces prescribed by art.5
above, there is no other choice to do to be assured to have the legs under a regular guard,
to raise the right foot while pressing it against the left leg, the knee flexed & when in this

situation on can hold the right foot raised for a second, one will be sure to have the legs
open at the distance of the guard which must be taken.
Question from a pupil. How can it be, sir, that this guard can equally serve against all
others, whether French, or foreign?
Response. Because the attitude of the body is always the same, & that only the degrees of
the height of the wrist vary for each thrust, according to the height of the combatants, in
the manner that if one is stronger & the other is considerably smaller, it must be necessary
that the first lowers his wrist, & that the second raises his own more than the ordinary
guard, to be able for to direct their attacks advantageously. The degrees of the five principal
attacks are not fixed on the height of the wrist at the end of his impulse in the trusting
attack, such that for the supposed combatants have an almost equal height.
But one cannot have the angle of the wrist determined for the guard. It is for the master to
distinguish what is convenient for the body type & height of his pupil when he begins, & to
prevent that he is not too clenched in the thighs or too open, such that he cannot thrust
attack, nor too retained, nor too extended. It is again for him to study nature, to bend
without constraint, render movements easy in the joints, disengage the shoulders, make
them effaced, place the head, render the arms supple & well seat the thighs so that each
part can act with as much liberty as harmony. One must judge from this as a consequence
that it is the choice of a good master, of which good or bad success of the pupil will come to
depend. I imagine that it will be useful that all masters pay attention to be caught up,
however that they prepare, when possible, a guard that is a little higher for short pupils &
descend a little the ordinary guard for those of taller height, because the former find
themselves too exposed above & under arms, & the latter, on the contrary, are too exposed
below the arm: but also, for this utility to become useful generally, it must be that the
teaching of the art is the same throughout, & thus the pupils of small & tall height,
according to nature, have no advantage over one another, their guard becomes proportioned
to them each, when they come to gather in an affair.
Chapter 2- stepping
Stepping towards his enemy or, which is the same, breaking measure, is to place oneself in
order to touch him, or make a pass forward without deranging the body from its position.
The step, either in advancing or retrograde, must be made with such a unity & subtlety that
it appears to be done in a single time, even though it is made up of two.
It can be done with large & small steps, which are formed on the same line, but large steps
are too dangerous for practice.
to step regularly.
1- Always hold your sword in front of you, without letting the point extend from the centre
of where you would direct your attacks.
2- carry the right foot forward about one pace along the line of the left heel, in such a way
that the right heel regards the ankle of the left foot, & that the toe of the same foot is a little
turned to the outside.
3- bend the left knee until it is found to be perpendicular to the toe of the foot.
4- Also bend by half the right knee to be the most flexible & lean the body over the left
thigh.
5- Continue to close by raising & advancing always the right foot grazing the ground, the
same length of a pace.

6- Make the left foot follow in the same distance or place of the right foot, such that it is
always found between both heels at an interval of two paces only.
Such is the method for stepping with arm in hand, either to enter into measure upon your
adversary, or to gain on him in combat & in assaults.
Chapter 3- of the retreat
To retreat, or break measure, is done contrary to the step, that is to say, withdraw a pace to
avoid being found without defence when the enemy is in range of touching you. There are
three sorts of retreat.
First retreat
Carry the left foot to the rear at a length of one pace or about & make follow equally the
right foot without dragging it, in a way that one & the other is found in the straight line.
This retreat serves to understand the game of an adversary who wishes to gain too much
measure.
Second retreat
Pass the right foot behind the left & that the toe touches the left heel, bring together both
haunches against each other; pass immediately the left foot to the rear, & return yourself
fully to your guard. This retreat is convenient when one is quickly pressed upon, but it is
dangerous on paving: the following is more certain.
Third retreat
You have already bent the left knee to be under arms, jump to the rear & fall back in guard
grounded on both feet.
This retreat. Which is only used as a last resort, that is to say when one is too extended
upon an adversary who seeks to grab your sword and is a strong escape to the rear to get
out of measure & have the time to retake guard. It does not have, in truth, the advantages
of the two before; but is also disapproved of by M. Liancour on a slight pretext, I find
nevertheless it strongly useful in a number of circumstances, & that these which determine
it.
In addition, I protect myself well from teaching you (as this ancient master, also the most
able of his time) to make your retreat on each thrust attack. It is a considerably bad
method. All men who have thrust his attack on the lunge, must quickly replace himself on
guard with steady foot & attend to the parry, to riposte with liveliness however the once
that he finds himself in the occasion. A retreat reiterated on each attack makes one suspect
a weakness in the parry & a fear of the riposte, this emboldens the adversary to pursue, &
from this inevitable pursuit in part & other attacks in the same time. Furthermore, those
who are always in movement, or who upon each attack thrust his right foot behind the left,
or make a fault to the rear, can never conserve this steadiness of the body & legs, which is,
as I have said to you, one of the principal fundamentals of arms.
Chapter 4- the salute under arms
The salute is used in academies because the exercise it requires always creates much
politeness. One must take in the lesson thrusts and parries at the wall, thrust all the feints,
assault, after which one makes the salute.
To salute with good grace, it must be that all the actions, although different, while following
on from each other, are intimately bound together.
1- while drawing your sword out of measure form a circle with the wrist & the point of the
blade to the inside.
2- tap twice with the right foot, this is what is called marking two appels

3- carry the left hand to your hat & raise it with grace without movement & without turning
the head nor staring at anyone but me, but the corners of your hat, while held, must be one
up and the other down
4- raise the right wrist above the head, nails fully on top, while extending the arm
5- lower the left arm at the same time as you pass the right foot behind the left until it is at
the ankle, in a manner that forms a right angle
6- hold this position with both haunches clenched, body upright, steady, well effaced, your
arm forming a transverse line & the left wrist to the outside.
7-mark to present the salute at arms with a movement of the wrist at shoulder height, one
in quarte, the other in tierce, with a noble ease. See the second figure of the salute, for the
movement of quarte shown by the dotted line, numbered 2, taking the first position 1 &
that of tierce shown in no.3 the wrist in tierce as shown in no.2
8- withdraw the left foot by a distance of about one pace & a half, & at the same time
replace the sword in front of you at the height of the guard
9- tap again twice with the right foot & at the same time that you place the left in front of
the right until the ankle, replace your hat with an air of dignity with a circling action of the
arm
10- return immediately to your first position in the same order that you left it from; & when
you return yourself to guard with the sword in front of you, pay attention that you hold
yourself out of measure, so that no one can surprise you with the first thrust while
finishing the academic salute which sometimes happens when you are in the assault.
Question from a pupil: What is, sir, in this lesson the intention behind the action of my
saluting my adversary?
Response: It is that which I have just had you do (art.4) while extending the arm & raising
your wrist at the instant that you raise your hat with the left hand, & both other
movements in quarte & in tierce are for the spectators; but always remember to commence
by saluting the most notable persons, & make your salute in tierce, if they are placed to the
right, & in quarte if they are placed to the left.
Q. Why, sir, would you have me already make an academic salute when there are authors,
& especially M. Angelo, only teach such after having shown how to thrust the different
attacks?
R. It is because it is convenient, sir, to begin by placing you well under arms before having
you thrust, & to teach you something that is easier to perform. It is only done to distinguish
and not disorder the use & order of the principles in teaching the arts; & it is for this
reason that before all other matters your Master of Dance teaches you to step & make a
reverence.
Chapter 5- the nine thrusts under arms
The practice of arms comprises five angles & nine different positions of the arm & wrist in
the execution of the thrusts, which are all somewhat offensive & defensive. For the first five,
which mark the angles & which are modern prime, which is named improperly quarte high
in the arm; old prime, which holds the same angle as it did previously; high tierce, which is
the veritable modern seconde; old seconde, which is no more than low tierce, holding the
third angle of the modern; modern low quarte, occupying the fourth angle, which was the
old ordinary quarte, and has very little different, & modern and old quinte; I added quarte
under the arm, quarte coupée outside the arm & the flanconade.

The latter three are derived from high & low quarte in the arm, but they are thrust
differently, with regard to the situation of the hand which by rapport with the contrary
opposition of the strong & cutting edge of the blade.
Each thrust is executed in two very short times; the first, to extend upon the enemy, &
deliver him a blow; the second, to recover & retake the guard.
There are three positions of the wrist with which are executed all of these thrusts, such that
the parades; viz, supination, pronation & the medium position.
The wrist is turned in supination, when the palm of the hand looks at the sky.
It is in pronation when, on the contrary, the palm of the hand looks at the ground.
It is in the medium position, when in the ordinary guard one holds the middle of the two
previous positions, & that the thumb is found above the bent fingers.
The angles of the thrusts are determined from top to bottom each about four inches in
distance. The ancients, as we can see in their treatises, have given to each of these the
name Prime that of the highest angle, & quinte, the lowest. The name of their five thrusts,
they composed the verbs to prime, to seconde, to tierce, to quarte and to quinte. They had
continued to be used in teaching, then they said to their pupil “Prime! Quinte!”, they
explained also clearly that we do to this day by these words “Thrust at me in prime, thrust
at me in prime”. These terms are not precise, until they are used to order an action and to
give speed to the athlete, who must become accustomed to depart upon the sole movement
of my lips.
The order which I prescribe required that I follow those angles of the thrusts for you to
understand them, sir, whatever I have them do.
Quarte high in the arm, which for the reason of the highest angle of the wrist upon a thrust
attack, has become modern prime, since the advantageous position of all parts of the body,
that because it is the easiest, the most practical and understood of the principle of arms, it
occurs to me must be placed here first, & the others at a height by their strongly held at
present in arms.
High quarte in the arm
Modern prime
The contrary game of the ancients & moderns is made to distinguish, by the position of the
wrist, two quartes, one high, the other low; that of the high derives quarte over the arm &
quarte coupé outside the arm; that of low derives the flanconade.
High quarte thus done is certainly modern prime, although they are not liable to name it; it
is with reason the most practiced, & its angle is the same as that of ancient prime. It is
thrust inside the arm, wrist in supination raised almost about three inches above the top of
the head in the lunge of the right foot upon the thrust attack. Example. You are on guard:
Carry the right foot forward in the longest extension, which is about four paces; & at the
same time as this action where you must take your point in this direction, adjust without
wavering on the right breast, but such that the point of your sword arrives at three or four
fingers from the body, almost forming your wrist in opposition, nails on top; that the torso
is such either a little inclined to the front or steady, the head a little turned to the outside to
facilitate perception, the left thigh supported, shoulders well effaced, right knee bent to the
outside & directed perpendicular, left heel upon the same alignment, left ankle well
extended & foot steady on the ground, left arm developed & fully extended transversely,
hand open & turned to the same side as the right, fingers not separated, but extended &
lowered almost about a foot in distance from the thigh, the end of the fingers grounded on
the left heel & nails underneath to be effaced with the shoulder; finally, the right hand,

when plunging the thrust, always leaves first, even before the extension of the right foot, &
that the other parts of the body follow incontinent; but all these movements are done with
action & in a single time.
Here is a thrust attack; at the moment you replace yourself quickly on guard while your
recover, & always join the blade without force, holding the point of yours with regard to
mine: for this, bend the left knee at the same time that you recover, in such a way that it
directs the toe of the foot while you press on the left thigh. Raise the left arm in a demicircle to lower & extend every time that you thrust, while observing to turn & open the left
hand to the same side as the right executes the action: that of the left arm, which is
heightened & lowered as a counterweight, serving to give you balance with the greatly
necessary strength & agility, to be able to return to guard with speed. In each thrust all
these actions must be performed with as much speed those of the attack was thrust, &
again in a single time.
This is high quarte, which is parried in four manners: viz, high quarte, the most natural,
prime, seconde and octave.
Old Prime
Prime indicates by its name that the ancients had made it their first thrust, & that they
held it at the highest angle, because the natural movement of a man who thrusts his sword
without having learned how to, will raise his own arm while shortening it & wrist in
pronation up to the top of his head, to plunge his attack with stiffness in the advancement
of the right foot towards the enemy. It is also that this elevation of the wrist in the thrust
attack, such as M. Liancour & others, before & after him, have marked the old Prime; &
such was the position that they had made, the body found almost completely exposed, it is
for this reason less practiced today that the other thrusts of quarte, tierce & seconde, & its
use was decided to be more defensive, it is only thrust more often in riposte: it is only in
this regard that its use is conserved.
To perform it, raise the wrist in pronation about three inches above the top of the head, in
the time that you carry the right foot forward to thrust; & plunge the point without
wavering at the chest, the body such that it is a little more inclined to the front than High
Quarte, the hips supported, left arm & arm extended & turned underneath, the rest as in
quarte. This is Old Prime, which parries prime, demi-circle & octave.
High tierce
Modern seconde
Old tierce was raised to such a point, that it actually held under arms the second angle of
the Moderns. In its original form it was thrust from a low guard along the blade, either
outside or on top. There was a time where one holding the arm withdrawn & with point
high, the guard became demi-tierce, having the cutting edge of the blade on top & the other
underneath. Following this the guard changed again, while extending the arm, the point in
regard to the right breast, to be found more protective; but one will recall that this tierce
was not of much use, because the wrist had no function & the attack, which was without
opposition & form of the shoulder, could not be thrust with speed: for this reason we
substitute it with Seconde, which is named Seconde over the arm, & about one again
presents tierce, which occupies several angles of arms. M. de Brye named tierce when it
acts as seconde in the arm, for the reason, he said, that the strong of the sword has no
opposing point, during which it is well trumped, the strong almost dominating however in
high quarte.
To thrust this, one must have the wrist in pronation by a degree lower than high quarte,
that is to say raise almost to the top of the head when the attack is thrust; that the
extension of the right foot forward, which must be around foot lengths distance between
one heel and the other, the head staying upright, perception taken in the direction
underneath the arm so that it is must be covered by this single opposition of the wrist; that

the left arm is developed with speed, & turned, such that the hand, in pronation, therefore
extends along the thigh at a distance of one foot; that the body is a little more inclined
forward than is done in high quarte, that the left thigh & hips are well supported & that the
blow is delivered between the armpit & the right breast, the rest as high quarte. This is high
tierce, which is parried in three manners; viz; tierce, quarte over the arm & flying point.
Although it is thrust in the same situation as old prime, the wrist in pronation, nevertheless
it is different, such by the degree that by the other circumstances, & especially by a good
opposition more marked at the strong of the sword.
Q. One could, perhaps, sir, object that it was not the height of the wrist upon the thrust
attack, that the ancients fixed by their degrees, but more so the place on the body where
the attack was delivered, thus called thrust in prime, touching prime into the chest, & that
of seconde, touching seconde in the thigh.
R. That is true, sir, but as there are very many variations in the impulse of the point of the
sword than in the elevation of the wrist upon the extension of a thrust attack, & that the
point deviates often in other parts of the torso that those want to touch, the modern degrees
must perhaps better determine in the thrust attack upon the height of the wrist, although
more it is descended, the more the point is raised; & more on the contrary that it is raised,
the more the appoint lowers before touching, if it is not supported by opposition.
Furthermore it is hardly astonishing that our degrees differ entirely from those of the
ancients, they hardly extended their thrusts, & the ancients of the art were thus
constrained by our actual principles.
Old seconde
Modern low tierce
Ancient seconde is no more than modern tierce always used under the name seconde,
although a degree lower than high tierce, which is today their true seconde. If thus it is
questioned here, take in the execution their third angle, one must judge of the perfection of
their game, which has become strongly superior than the ancient, they are negligent to
substitute of the names which appeared of the old thrusts, those which become convenient
to their new thrusts, which let go upon each of the latter an error in name, given the
Modern Authors, (supposing that they have suspected) had not dared to undertake a
reform, from fear of appear too innovative upon the foundation of their art, or of attracting
to themselves critics of the jealous part which was not done to instruct for the benefit of
others. How many errors & names & deeds in the sciences & arts, this fear has already
produced!
To thrust old seconde, which is executed outside, in & under the arm, without otherwise
difference from tierce, which that which is done to mark by the variation of the wrist, lower
the point under my guard & thrust under my arm, the wrist in pronation raised to eye
height, while directing the point underneath the armpit, & while inclining again more the
body & the head than previous, supporting however well the hips, & you cover above the
head, such by the wrist that by the strong of your sword. Such is old seconde, which is
today modern tierce. It is parried in five ways; viz, demi-circle, prime, seconde, octave &
quinte.
Modern low quarte
Quarte of old
Modern low quarte is nothing more than quarte in the arm of the ancients. It forms
assuredly the fourth of their degrees, so that it can be thus designated between their tierce
& their quinte, as one can see in the old Italian & French tracts. There is only to be a
difference to be found in the elevation of the wrist, instead that the ancients to thrust
straight & without opposition on the point of direction.

For the performance of the guard of quarte, aim the point of your sword along &
underneath my wrist, & as soon as it is four fingers from the body, raise the point in
supination at the height of the mouth to form your opposition, & plunge the point to the pit
of the stomach, without lunging nor lowering the body previously, which is always upright,
thus that the head, is found to be covered by an opposition of the arm & the wrist. Such is
modern low quarte, which actually makes the fourth of their degrees. It is parried by high
quarte, low quarte, octave, demi-circle, prime & seconde.
Quinte old and new
Quinte, which is the fifth thrust of yore marks the last degree, that is to say, the lowest.
Many fencers call it low quarte, others quarte coupée, in default of knowing how to make
the distinction. M. Girard, Martin of Strasbourg, Gerard de Nancy & others, designate it low
quarte, & teach it for this reason against his true principle. M. Angelo, according to the
figures in his treatise, makes a thrust almost at the highest degree; & that is called the
parry of quinte upon his thrust of quinte, is precisely that of octave. It is a little the same
upon other thrusts, & one can judge what must result from his principles.
Charles Besnard, Master of Arms in Rennes, in his theory of the practice of the sword,
dedicated in 1653 to the Knights of the Breton estates, indicates a little closer to the degree
of prime, though he does not speak particularly of quinte, M. de la Touche, Master of Paris
(forty two years after the very ample & very puerile Treatise of Girard Thibault d’Anvers,
published in 1628 under the title of “Academy of the Sword”) pretends superior detail of
arms in 1670, only speaks of the fifth estocade, which is a useless thrust, that is placed at
the same degree as ordinary quarte of old with little difference; from this I conclude that the
times then did not know more the degree of quinte, nor that of prime that the famous jeanBaptiste le Perche hardly spoke of in his book, which has for a title “The Exercise of Arms”
& contains all the images of thrusts and parries of his time. M. de Brye, in his short treatise
of 1721, makes to derive prime, seconde, tierce, quarte & quinte of the single cutting edge
of the sword inside the weapon in usage, but outside that which was strong touching the
origin of the old thrusts, it does not show others, nor the situations nor the degrees, & it
stays, like his predecessors, in default upon all his principles. M. Liancour is the only who,
in his treatise of 1686 does not appear to have understood the true position of quinte,
following that he describes the guard; & he adds in his other place, that little of masters of
his time knew that the placement of prime & quinte, & again less in making the application.
I think, without wanting to offend anyone, that he is again the same at present in this
regard, notwithstanding all the progress that one has made since the last fifty years. One
cites fairly willingly prime & quinte, thus as parries, but far from declined in their true
degrees, nor the occasions where one must make use of them, or the place where they most
often have their contraries.
So that you do not misunderstand me, sir, remember that there are five degrees of prime to
quinte; that in the thrust attack, the wrist in the medium position must be found at the
height of the chin; & to thrust the thrust of quinte, oppose the strong of your blade on the
weak of mine, & support well your opposition, derobe the point under my wrist & thrust to
the abdomen, always in the posture of quarte, & the blade on the flat. Such is the fifth
thrust, which is parried in four manners; viz, quinte, seconde, octave and demi-circle.
In addition, quinte, such as low quarte, is often less in use today in the attack & riposte
than was used in those times, where the espadon & counter-point touching with the thrust
& the cut as foundation for nearly all the games of arms, & then the dominant game was
very low, these two thrust were the most practical: but since then one has recognised the
irregularity & inferiority of the game of the espadon to that of the sword, one is fixed & if
one perfects well the first thrust, that they use to use since those times to dominate the
raised game, which is certainly the most brilliant & the most certain.
Quarte over the arm
This thrust is derived from modern prime, or high quarte in the arm, must be for this

reason named prime over the arm, since it is thrust close-by to the same degree, & that it
only differs in that the opposition of the wrist which is marked outside the arm. Example.
Thrust along my blade in quarte over the arm, wrist in supination raised three inches above
the head, oppose the cutting edge outside your blade at the weak of mine to cover yourself,
that the straight arm is at its full extension, & the other parts of the body are situated as in
high quarte in the arm.
This seventh thrust is performed very often, & is parried, viz, tierce, quarte over the arm &
flying point.
Quarte coupée outside the arm
Quarte coupée outside the arm, which I mark here as the eighth thrust, is again less known
than prime & old quinte. It is derived from modern prime or high quarte in the arm, & must
also, for the same reason, carry the name of prime coupé outside the arm. Its degree is at
eye height. You will understand, sir, in the following, the usefulness of this quarte coupé
outside the arms, by the singular thrusts which you will perform.
For the thruster, when you are in a guard of tierce over my arm, lower & derobe the point
with a demi-circle outside the arms, adjust under his armpit the flat blade, while
supporting the strong precisely underneath of my elbow, the wrist in the middle position, in
the same opposition as low quarte, & always making to leave with the hand in front of the
foot, such that it only this that touches. This thrust is parried in four manners: viz, demicircle, seconde, quinte and octave.
Flanconnade
The flanconnade is the ninth & final thrust under arms. It is derived from modern low
quarte & maintains the same degree. Its name goes for the necessity where one is only able
to touch the flank. Example.
Your sword was engaged in quarte, lower the point under my wrist, take the weak of my
blade without quitting it & plunge your point to the flank underneath my elbow to the
outside of the arm, wrist raised & supported in the medium position up to the height of the
mouth. Oppose immediately the left wrist near to the elbow, hand open fingers extended, &
lower at the same time as you thrust, to avoid being touched in seconde, in the case where
your adversary goes to turn subtly the wrist into seconde to riposte over the same line. It is
thus that is thrust the flanconnade, which is parried in two manners; viz, seconde & low
quarte.
The practice of nine thrusts under arms has given birth to a number of other thrusts,
which, taking the greater part the name of their division, is subdivided again following the
three times of measure where it is performed; viz, on the stop of the fixed foot, the step &
the retreat; but despite this quantity of thrusts which are the whole foundation of arms, I
have only seen, to speak of properly, the two principal ones. This are prime & seconde,
known under the names of quarte & tierce. All the others appear from these two & only
different. As you will come to see, that more or less, either by the extension of the arm &
elevation of the wrist in the thrust attack, or by its situation above or below, or by lowering
& inclination of the parts of the body, or by the opposition of weak of the sword inside or
outside.
Question. While reading, sir, out of curiosity various treatises on the exercise of arms, given
the latter was published in London in 1763, I have remarked, as you, that someone only
details in a positive manner the thrusts of prime, quinte & others; however, I have seen
some moderns speak of parries of prime, quinte & octave.
Response. Your observation, sir, better proves all that I have said, that these masters are
copies of one another, & that they have less ambition to perfect their art than to acquire the
vanity title of author. M. Angelo believed to render his course of fencing as a book for all
countries as it was published in London in two languages; but perhaps he flatters to

demonstrate the art of arms in all its perfection, to make it leave infancy where he believes
to see it in France by rapport with theory & support that the French masters never
extended themselves in this interesting art, when he has only reproduced the false
principles of Sir Girard? Does his pretend theory makes clear the practice? What research,
what reflection has he made, when he does not bring to light under other forms, than
errors, superfluities that we condemn in the ancients & that adds nothing to its proper
foundation the explanation of futile combats with sword, cloak & lantern, which, truly are
not today in use any more in Italy than in France & England. I vow to you, sir, that this
surprises me.
Chapter 6- engagements
To make an engagement is to join the feeble of his sword to the feeble of that of the
adversary without turning the wrist when one is out of measure, & to join by the strong
when one finds oneself in a distance to touch.
To form engagements of quarte and tierce, press your body on the left haunch, but upright
& steady, without hollowing out, to have the most freedom to perform the actions of the
hand. This causation, which is no other thing more than a tilting of the body well to the
rear when it is almost pressed on the thigh, is in default that grand number of masters are
practicing, without reflecting that a pupil who tilts too far his body to the rear, loses
balance, & is obliged, in order to thrust, to use two actions instead of one; viz; one of these
to place oneself to thrust, & the other to thrust indeed. I go, sir, to make you perform the
engagements of the sword in quarte & tierce upon three times of measure, by repetition in
order to be this one time only. Example1- You are in a guard of tierce, join my blade in order to assert without force, & at the same
time, if I give you an opening, thrust quarte along my blade, while opposing the strong of
yours on the weak of mine, & replace yourself quickly on guard.
2- Engage my sword in tierce in the same manner, that is to say, while joining & if you see
an opening, thrust quickly directly in tierce, wrist in pronation.
3- Engage sword in tierce, thrust direct in quarte over the arms.
4- Engage the sword, thrust quinte
5- engage the sword in tierce, thrust seconde under my arm while you cover yourself well
6- engage sword in tierce, thrust quarte coupé to the outside of the weapon under my arm,
while opposing the strong of your blade under my wrist.
Engagements while stepping
If I break measure, re-enter by advancing with small steps, & retake your advantage with a
new engagement in quarte with the strong of your sword on the weak of mine, however
possible, while lowering your point to pass under my blade subtly without uncovering
yourself, in a manner that the movement of the armed hand, the step of the right foot &
that of the left foot, only move in one time.
1- engage with sword in quarte, thrust quarte
2- engage sword in tierce, thrust tierce
3- engage sword in tierce, thrust quarte over the arm
4- engage sword in quarte, while opposing the strong of your blade with the weak of mine,
thrust quinte
5- engage sword in tierce, thrust seconde
6- engage sword in tierce & thrust quarte coupé outside the arm

Engagements when breaking measure
If I break measure upon you, pay attention, while retreating, to engage at the same time.
1- I break measure, retreat in quarte while withdrawing one step & thrust quarte
2- I break, retreat measure in tierce, thrust tierce
3- I break, break measure n tierce; thrust quarte over the arm
4- I break, break measure in quarte, thrust low quarte
5- I break, break measure in tierce, thrust seconde
6- I break, break measure in tierce & thrust quarte coupé outside the arm
Accustom yourself, sir, with replacing yourself promptly on guard every time that you
thrust, while holding the sword in front of you, & preferably in quarte.
Q. Does one not always, sir, retreat equally?
R. No, sir, with the exception of thrusts & parries where, the wrist is fully in supination, it
is convenient to let go with the little finger & the following to be able to perform this easily;
it is not when you parry, or you hit, that you must hold your sword with firmness; but to
make engagements, disengagements, appels, feints, coulees, demi-thrusts & circular
parries that you will learn later on, that one must hold without effort: otherwise it becomes
habit to grip with stiffness, which will make you shudder from the too great contraction of
the nerves, you remove the faculty to sense in the hand the diverse attacks of your
adversary, of which on the contrary you follow naturally the actions, when you will have a
light hand & sensible to the least tact from his sword on yours in the engagement,
disengagements &c.
Chapter 7- disengagements
To disengage, is to transport or pass the point of his sword to one side or the other
underneath or over the top of that of the adversary; that is to say, to join without force from
quarte to tierce, tierce to quarte, tierce to seconde, quarte to quinte, quarte over the arm to
quarte coupé outside the arm, when it is perceived that his engagement dominates our
weak with his strong.
The disengagement is performed thus while describing with the point of your sword a very
small circle over or under mine, with a subtle action of the thumb & fingers.
So that the disengagement is fine, it must be done by the shortest path, & always after the
adversary has made some movement, but in finishing the disengagement, one must seek to
assure the weak of his sword with the strong of yours.
There are two sorts of disengagement; viz; the voluntary and the forced.
The voluntary disengagement is that when one has the intention & without being
constrained by the sword of the adversary.
One must, to perform this disengagement, that the point of your sword passes subtly near
to my shell, either above or below while raising the wrist to the height of the shoulder.
The forced disengagement is that by which your adversary dominates the weak of your
sword with the strong of his own, intending to deviate slightly your point to be able to touch
you. Tis disengagement is performed in two ways.
The first, is at the instant that he forces your sword, make to pass your point strongly near
to his guard while raising & turning the wrist as he acts to parry tierce or quarte.

The second, is, on the first action that he makes to strike your blade, lower your point &
raise immediately to the same place, which must be done without shifting & such a way
that the wrist alone is what acts.
To be able to intend these disengagements, I go, sir, to make you parry the following
attacks.
Parries upon attacks thrust upon disengagements
1- disengage in quarte, I thrust tierce upon your disengagement, parry tierce & riposte
tierce
2- disengage in tierce, I thrust quarte upon your disengagement, parry quarte, riposte
quarte
3- disengage in quarte, I thrust quarte over the arm upon your disengagement, parry tierce
& riposte seconde
4- disengage in tierce, I thrust seconde upon your disengagement, parry demi-circle &
riposte quarte
5- disengage in tierce, I thrust quarte upon your disengagement, parry quarte & riposte
quinte
Disengagements after the parry
These disengagements are only done when your adversary does not attach himself to parry
& riposte du simple alternatively. You can also perform them when he breaks measure, for
fear that he does not assure your blade with a beat. But one must no confound this beat of
the sword with an engagement, that is, as I have said to you, to join without force, instead
the beat does not connect. If thus while thrusting you in quarte you parry quarte & riposte
quarte, & upon my turn I have equally parried your riposte, you must then trump my parry
with a second thrust. Example1- I thrust you in quarte, parry quinte & upon my recovery, disengage & thrust tierce
2- I thrust you in tierce, parry tierce & when I recover, disengage & thrust quarte
3- I thrust you in quarte, parry quarte; & upon my recovery, disengage & thrust quarte over
the arm.
Chapter 8- simple parries
To parry, that is to turn aside with a dry blow of the sword the adverse sword to divert
rather than be pierced or rather, it is to set aside the sword of the enemy to the point where
he delivers his attack with a small movement of the wrist in or outside the weapon.
The parry assures the defensive, it must be considered as the most essential part of arms,
however it is that one sees the most neglected today. It is useful to know how to thrust with
correctness & speed, it is more advantageous again to know how to set aside the thrusts of
his adversary, because immediately that one acquires the surety of the parry, one is not
tardy in attempting them, & soon it offers more of an occasion to riposte at him with
certainty.
All parries are performed with the strong & cutting edge of the blade upon the weak of that
of the adversary with a movement of the wrist that one lowers, either inside or outside, this
forms the parry.
One must immediately as one has parried return promptly to your guard, while holding a
little higher the wrist has the point of your sword on a level with your adversary, to be able
to protect & be more ready to riposte with speed.

One calls a “dry beat” the action of striking the blade of the adversary with a steady & lively
movement, to be able to turn aside his without one’s own following, that is to say, the wrist
stopping upon the contact, such that a loose spring stays at the end of his release.
Experience makes us see all the openings that fencers who have neglected to learn with
precision, or only attached to thrust upon all the movements, have, upon which occasion
frequently thrusts depart in the same time & others in the assault, who parry weakly, only
to not deviate sufficiently the button of the foil which is found on a level with him, that they
themselves give, while riposting with precipitation, a violent thrust, such that the foil often
shatters. Judge, sir, the danger if it were a sword. I protect myself well from you taking up
these fatal habits: also, I exhort you now to parry always sharply with a firm contact with
the strong of your blade.
Although one has only already present taught that the six simple parries, I am going to
have you understand eighteen, given that I only have engraved the twelve principal ones,
which are important to practice often for you to render them familiar. It is their precision
which renders ripostes lively & makes them triumph.
The greater part of these simple parries which carry the common name of “bottes”, are not
held for that in the position of the wrist upon the “parried thrust” the same degree as taking
the bottes upon a “thrust attack”, because the opposition of the right hand in the extension
of these bottes, only done more or less larger by an elevation of the wrist turned in
supination or in pronation; in the contrary parries, it is only marked while lowering the
wrist in various ways, according to the gaur done holds proportionately to one’s height, as
you have seen in chapter I; I shall nevertheless show you at what height thereabouts they
perform upon all bottes, while following the order which I have given them here.
Parry of high quarte
You are, sir, in your ordinary guard, if I thrust at you in high quarte in the arm, efface
yourself well, while you press firmly upon the left haunch & parry with a dry blow with the
cutting edge to the inside & the strong of your blade on the weak of mine, while lowering
about six inches in the arm, the wrist situated in the middle position, at breast height,
without too much deviation of the point form my body, & riposte in high quarte.
Parry of old prime
If I thrust at you in old prime, parry with the strong & the cutting edge to the outside of
your blade, wrist raised in pronation to the temple & opposed inside the arm; extend the rm
& plunge the point above the stomach, riposte old prime.
Parry of high tierce
or modern seconde
If I thrust at you in high tierce, parry with a dry blow with the cutting edge to the inside
turned to the outside, & the strong of your sword on the weak of mine, wrist almost in
pronation at flank height, while extending the arm fully to be able to be more ready for the
riposte, which must be in high tierce.
Another
If I thrust at you in high tierce with strong on weak, raise & turn subtly the wrist to prime,
the point low & plunge the point to the body, the weak of my sword descends in this
manner in the strong of yours.
Parry of old seconde
or modern low tierce
If I thrust at you in old seconde outside the arm, parry buy opposing the strong & the
cutting edge inside the sword turned to the outside, the wrist in pronation at breast height,
arm extended, point low, & riposte old seconde: but if you do not riposte, one must
immediately after having parried return promptly to your guard to prevent the thrust of

quarte over the arm or that of tierce which you dispose me towards by this parry, which
without doubt is, for this reason, less useful than the following.
Another
If I thrust at you in old seconde, in the same time parry with demi-circle to the outside,
wrist in supination as in quarte & the point low; chase immediately my sword from the
outside to inside the arm & you will at the same time riposte in quarte; although this parry
is used under the name of seconde, it is easy to remark that is does not differ from that of
demi-circle shown in plate 22 afterwards, & it is for this cause that I thought to give
preference to the preceding title of parry of seconde.
Another
If I thrust seconde at you, parry with demi-circle formed from inside to outside the arm,
arm extended; the wrist in supination & the point low: but if it less certain than the
previous, because it must quit the adverse sword to form the demi-circle, which is
described less easily & with more time in quarte then in tierce.
Parry of modern low quarte
If I thrust at you in modern low quarte, parry with a dry blow with the strong & cutting
edge inside the arm, the wrist situated in the middle position at the height of the abdomen,
the point a little more raised than the wrist, & riposte modern low quarte
Another
There is another parry of low quarte which is performed with a demi-circle inside, hand in
pronation, point low, with a riposte of tierce or seconde at the same time.
Parry of old and modern quinte
If I thrust at you in quinte, parry with the strong & cutting edge of your sword on the weak
of mine, & lower the wrist in the medium position, perpendicular to your right knee, cutting
edge of your blade at the height of the thigh, but a little inclined to the inside, & riposte low
quarte
Parry of quarte under the arm
If I thrust at you in quarte over the arm parry, the arm extended, with the strong & cutting
edge to the outside of the arm on my weak, wrist in middle position at the height by default
the ribs, in the same situation as that of quarte outside the arm, & riposte quarte over the
arm. This parry is performed again in the manner which follows;
Another
If you thrust quarte over or outside the arm, parry with the cutting edge to the inside
turned to the outside of the strong of your blade on the weak of mine, the arm a little
withdrawn, wrist fully in pronation & the elbow outside at the height of the flank, for,
immediately the thrust is parried, to glide from my weak to my strong of my blade, which is,
by turning aside the point of my blade, can by the single expulsion make it fall aside.
The parry of high tierce serves also & even more certainly against quarte over the arm, by
riposting seconde.
Parry of low tierce
If I thrust at you in tierce or quarte over the arm, parry with the cutting edge to the inside
of the arm & the strong of your sword on my weak with a dry blow while lowering & bending
the elbow a little, wrist in pronation at thigh height, point higher than in guard, & riposte
seconde.
Parry of octave upon a quarte coupée outside the arm

The moderns have given this parry the name of octave, because when it was discovered it
was the eighth & last under arms. It is again not generally known by all masters, although
it has perhaps more than thirty years of usage: however, it is one of the most useful, as you
shall see, sir, when you become more advanced. Let us pass on to its performance.
If I thrust at you in quarte coupée outside the arm, parry with the strong & cutting edge
outside of your sword on the weak of mine, wrist in the middle position at breast height,
arm extended outside the arm, point low, & riposte quarte over or outside the arm.
Parry of demi-circle upon low quarte
If I thrust at you in low quarte, parry with a dry blow with the cutting edge inside the arm &
the strong of your blade on the weak of mine, while forming a demi-circle outside the arm:
for this, extend the arm, wrist in supination at mouth height, lower the point while
supporting the strong on the weak, & riposte quarte. But to form this parry with precision,
& avoid being touched upon the smallest deviation, one must not quit the blade nor
withdraw the arm.
Parry of flanconnade upon a flanconnade
If, when you are in a guard of quarte, I thrust at you with flanconnade, turn immediately
the wrist in pronation at thigh height, while forming an angle from your wrist to the point of
the sword, arm extended, in the same time that I gain your blade from weak to strong &
riposte seconde.
One performs again the parry upon the attack in the manner which follows.
The same attack
If I thrust at you in flanconnade, parry quarte without quitting my blade; lower a little the
point of yours & parry all that follows underneath my wrist with speed: you will return, by
this bind, my sword almost to the same situation where it came from.
But for you to prove that is it dangerous to use the flanconnade as an attack, I go in my
turn to perform that which you go to do.
Engage your sword in quarte, upon this engagement I thrust at you in flanconnade, while
forcing the weak of your sword with the strong of mine so I can make an opening: what if,
from then on, I constrain to disengage quarte over the arm and it does not come about that
I go to thrust at you at the same time that you thrust at me? If you have more speed than
me you can use prime at me, but it will always be risky. It is thus only as a riposte that one
must use the flanconnade.
The same in riposte
At your thrust in quarte, I parry & you riposte flanconade, in the action of my riposte, turn
the wrist in pronation, while lowering it a little & thrust seconde: in this manner the
flanconnade is found almost immediately riposted than parried, when you cannot do
anything other than thrust a half-thrust.
Parry of the flying point
This twelfth simple parry, which I name flying point, for the speed which the point of the
sword is thrown perpendicularly over the shoulder, parries quarte over the arm & tierce, it
makes a very large opening in tierce, the wrist very low & fully opposed to quarte over the
arm. Example.
If I thrust at you in quarte over the arm to the outside, or tierce, without disordering the
wrist from the situation where it is found in quarte, parry very quickly while bending the
elbow & throwing over the elbow the point of your sword, thus the cutting edge to the

outside sliding from one side to the other of mine, it with deviate it fairly far to have time to
replace the point in front of you.
You can practice sometimes this parry, when you are in a state to thrust & parry at the
wall. In addition, I remark to you other uses which you can put it to.
Here, sir, are the dozen simple parries of the most use, & which I teach in my academy.
There are a further three other circular parries, which I will give you to practice in my
double game. These are counter-quarte, counter-tierce & circle.
For this is the parry of the hand, such as is little used by masters of today, which I will not
give you until I speak of it in my third game, so that you can understand the danger that
there is in using them.
Each thrust has different parries, I shall show you the most solid & most prompt, it will be
that you then adopt those which practice & experience will render for you the most easy &
more certain in the hand.
In the assault, parries, the most ordinary are quarte, tierce & demi-circle. For you to render
them familiar & for you to bind the wrist, I would have you perform them upon the three
times of measure.
Parries upon the three times of measure.
1- fixed foot, parry quarte, tierce & demi-circle
2- while stepping, parry quarte, tierce & demi-circle
3- while breaking measure, parry quarte, tierce & demi-circle
Parries & riposte upon the same time
1- I thrust at you in quarte, parry quarte & riposte quarte, hand departing always before
the body & the right foot
2- I thrust at you in tierce, parry tierce & riposte tierce
3- I thrust at you in seconde, parry seconde & riposte seconde
4- I thrust at you in quarte, parry quarte & riposte low quarte
While stepping & breaking measure, the same thing
It is a certain rule, sir, that the fencer who ripostes with a raised foot at his adversary has
no need to fear being touched at the same time that he touches.
Parries of attacks thrusts upon the engagement, such as the fixed foot and while stepping
1- engage your sword in quarte, I thrust tierce upon your engagement, parry tierce &
riposte tierce
2- engage the sword in tierce, I thrust quarte upon your engagement, parry quarte & riposte
quarte
3- engage the sword in quarte, I thrust quarte over the arm, upon your engagement, parry
low tierce & riposte seconde
4- engage the sword in tierce, I thrust second upon your engagement, parry demi-circle &
riposte quarte
5- engage the sword in tierce, I thrust quarte upon your engagement, parry low quarte &
riposte quinte.

While stepping, the same thing
Chapter 9- the appel
To make an appel at the adversary, is to seek to confuse him by a movement of the foot &
hand, to solicit a thrust from him.
The appel which is done with a fixed foot & when stepping, is no different from an
engagement of the sword that by a movement & very brisk & more binding of the strong to
the weak of the blade to deviate it, & again by a beat with the right foot, while raising it an
inch from the ground & tapping firmly while replacing it back on the ground: the body a
little pressed on the left thigh, hand & foot must not perform other than as a single action.
Example,
Appel with fixed foot
1- I make an appel at you in quarte, form a turn a semblable, disengage by clenching
briskly the strong of your blade to the weak of mine, & upon the exposure that you make
me do, thrust quarte
2- make an appel in tierce of the strong & the cutting edge to the outside of your blade,
without turning the wrist to tierce, thrust tierce
3- appel in quarte, thrust quinte
4- appel in tierce, thrust quarte over the arm
5- appel in tierce, thrust seconde
6- appel in tierce, thrust quarte coupé to the outside of the arm
While stepping, the same attacks
Appel with fixed foot while disengaging upon a parry
1- appel in quarte, I go to parry, disengage & thrust tierce
2- appel in tierce, I go to parry, disengage & thrust quarte
3- appel in quarte, I go to parry, disengage & thrust quarte over the arm
4- appel in tierce, I go to parry, disengage & thrust seconde
5- appel in quarte, I go to parry, disengage & thrust quinte
6- appel in tierce, I go to parry, disengage & thrust quarte coupée to the outside of the arm
While stepping, the same thing
Appel with fixed foot, upon the movement of one who thrusts
1- appel in quarte, I thrust tierce upon the appel, parry tierce &riposte tierce
2- appel in tierce, I thrust quarte upon the appel, parry quarte, riposte quarte.
3- appel in quarte, I thrust quarte upon the appel, parry low tierce & riposte seconde
4- appel in tierce, I thrust seconde upon the appel, parry demi-circle & riposte quarte
5- appel in quarte, I thrust quinte over the appel, parry demi-circle to the outside the arm,
while opposing the cutting edge to the outside, & riposte quarte over the arm or low quarte.
6- appel in tierce, I thrust quarte, parry quarte & riposte flanconade with opposition of the
left hand

When stepping, the same thing
The appel is made strongly often out of measure, but when one is entered into measure, one
must pay the greatest attention to observe the enemy, for fear that he will touch during the
same action of the appel.
Chapter 10- simple attacks
To attack the sword of his adversary is to make one or more light actions of the wrist, then
to touch during his disorder.
When the enemy breaks measure, on makes simple attacks against him. That’s to say,
without showing your intention, having held his sword negligently.
These are formed by an engagement when stepping, to assure the sword of his enemy from
strong to weak without force, & thrusting straight on the line vigorously, either in quarte or
in tierce, or quarte over the arm.
Simple attack of the sword while stepping
1- attack in quarte & advance one pace, while gliding upon my blade without force; & if you
have made an opening with this action, thrust quickly in quarte
2- attack in tierce in the same manner & thrust tierce
3- attack tierce in the same & thrust quarte over the arm
And then, sir, for you to make an understanding of the simple attack which is performed
with more surety with a fixed foot than when stepping.
You must never step without assuring the sword of your adversary, otherwise you risk
being struck on your first movement.
But this step to attack must always only be done with a small step.
From the attacks which you make at your adversary, however, you must judge what he can
do: on the contrary, if you make the semblance of an attack, he will show you his intent,
from this you will seek to profit.
Chapter 11- of the manner to thrust and parry at the wall
To thrust at the wall is to practice regulating the hand to adjust in a direct line & with
speed of attack on the part of the body which one wants to expose.
This exercise, one of the most necessary under arms, produces four good benefits: speed,
steadiness of body & legs, accuracy & understanding of measure.
To thrust well at the wall, put yourself in tierce, raise your hat with the left hand with ease,
without turning nor lowering the head; pass by my point & lunge in quarte, oppose the
wrist & approach the button of your foil’s strong near to me, without touching me, to assure
yourself of your measure, & recover to guard: mark immediately the salute with two actions
of the wrist in quarte and tierce, & recover your hat with ease at the same time that your
adversary does this. Your right arm is always flexible, repass the point of your sword in
tierce, engage at four fingers from my guard, disengage & thrust quarte, but that your hand
departs of the first touch on the breast before your right foot strikes the ground at the time
that you provide your thrust upon me, without any warning from you. When you touch,
stay for a time, without at once contracting out of habit, to support your opposition &
examine by yourself, if your limbs are steady & situated in the perfect angle where they
must be found when in the extension for thrusts. Recover to guard, disengage again &
thrust quarte over the arm, or tierce, without shifting the left foot, while observing to make
your disengagements fine, to not raise the right foot more than to graze the ground, to gain

more speed & to hold the wrist raised while you retire; continue thus to adjust quarte &
tierce alternatively without lunging out of measure. Do not mark time, nor attacks, nor
feints. Do not shift the point for longer than ordinary usage allows, since there are certain
fencers who, staying on the engagement, wait for those who parry, and confuse them to be
able to surprise them upon their action. Some with the withdrawn arm practice the
dangerous method of sir Girard, holding themselves almost fully extended when the attack
is thrust, & benefit from the very brief time, to depart from the hand, without lunging again,
only with a small inclination of the body. Others then, & it is a very great number,
disengage over the wrist, sometimes even over the elbow; & because they touch often in this
manner, they acquire among ignorants a reputation of superior speed; but separate
themselves in is way from the established principles, it is only by thrusting at the wall
more, thus frequent practice, which must be the basis of arms, giving steadiness &
quickness.
To remedy, sir, this abuse which you will perceive while preparing, make to retake the
measure of length, & enter the ordinary guard; & after having parried, lower the point, you
will oblige, by doing this, the fencer to recover on all his attacks. If unfortunately, as a
precaution, he disengages again over the wrist, without coming to an agreement, place one
of the corners of a handkerchief between the third & little finger of your right hand, while
letting the rest of the handkerchief fall, you will thus see that he cannot touch you promptly
as you parry with precision by the single movement of the wrist.
The natural penchant that one has to thrust at the wall, is, according to M. de Brye, a great
obstacle in advancement because speed is not acquired, it is bad practice when one uses
force as it renders all actions hampered & disgraceful.
Parries at the wall
To parry at the wall, that is to stay immobile & wait for thrusts, to learn to parry them with
certainty & quickness with a single action of the wrist, without riposte against the fencer.
To parry at the wall, one must hold oneself on guard, with the body steady & well effaced,
such that their shoulders, left foot fixed, head upright, wrist a little lower than the ordinary
guard, while giving a little opening; & at the same time that the fencer would take his
measure against you as you have taken it against him, raise your hat & uncover yourself in
quarte, then recover your hat in the same time as the fencer; & hold your left hand in the
situation of the guard & not on the thigh, while observing to leave complacently to adjust
upon you the fencer, however to examine that he thrusts regularly, so as to aid in
regulating the hand; but that no place than to enter the pupils of the same academy.
You can sometimes try to parry with a flying point, by giving a large opening in tierce, the
wrist low & completely opposed in quarte inside the arm.
Such is the method of thrust & parry at the wall, which is generally practiced in our
academies, & the only thing that I recommend you practice often.
Question. However, sir, the Author of London, who is Italian, & you say pupil of a member
of your company, shows three methods of thrusting at the wall.
Response. Yes, sir, but it is only one in France, which is the first of which I spoke, & that I
teach with some difference by rapport to the regularity of position. His second method,
which is called thrusting point to point, is barely practiced here, & I do not agree, with
regard to his third, that one must never thrust at the wall without disengaging, either
outside, or inside the arm. It would not be more to thrust at the wall, then would seek to
surprise, when one does it, while thrusting at all feints. I would only recommend to parry &
thrust in this manner at the end of the double game. Since its usage in Italy and England is
to thrust without disengaging, we do not mind, but since our opinion is founded upon
experience, you must become surer & more prompt to a degree of ability than you can

desire to conquer the good grace & fixed foot of the academic assaults, as in combat, those
with which you would have an affair.
Chapter 12- beating the sword
Beating the sword, that is to say the strong of the cutting edge of your sword on the weak of
that of your adversary, so as to turn aside his point so as to be able to touch.
The beat is performed outside & in measure, but in the latter case it is dangerous.
When one sees that the enemy has an extended arm, or that he has not been shaken upon
an appel, one must beat the weak of his sword & cutting edge, while taking care always to
be cautious of him, at the instant that one proposes to form a beat, because against an
enemy who has skill, attentions & speed, can surprise one in the execution of an appel, an
attack, a feint & a beat.
Beats demand thus great care, great speed & much judgement. They are done fixed foot,
the body well seated on the left thigh to have facility. Example.
Simple beat of the sword with fixed foot
1- mark an appel in quarte, if I am not shaken, beat the sword in quarte while turning the
wrist to tierce & thrust quarte
2-make an appel in tierce, if I am not shaken, beat the sword in tierce while turning the
wrist to tierce & thrust tierce
3- mark an appel of quarte; I am not shaken, beat the sword in quarte, thrust quinte
4- mark an appel of tierce, I am not shaken, beat the sword in tierce, thrust quarte over the
arm
5- mark an appel in tierce, I am not shaken, beat the sword in tierce & thrust seconde
6- mark an appel in tierce, I am not shaken, beat the sword in tierce, thrust quarte coupée
outside the arm
Chapter 13- of the simple feint
To make a feint, that is to mark an intention to thrust to one side & perform the attack in
another.
The feint serves to understand the game of his adversary to trump a parry.
One prepares the feint with an engagement or with an appel, either with fixed foot, or
stepping out with a direct half-thrust. It must be formed with the point & determined with a
wink of the eye. It must be that the elbow is a little bent, body in balance & the arm flexible.
The movement of the point must only be done subtly with the thumb & the fingers very
close to the guard of the sword of the adversary, to be able to reach more promptly.
Example.
Simple feint with fixed foot
1- engage the sword in quarte, I oppose your engagement, thrust quarte over the arm; I
parry tierce without riposting; quickly on guard
Engage again the sword in quarte, I await the same attack, mark a time in tierce with the
point, without upsetting the point & without touching my blade; I go to parry tierce, thrust
quarte inside the arm.
2- engage the sword in tierce, I oppose your engagement, thrust quarte, I parry immediately
in quarte without riposting; quickly on guard.

Engage again in tierce, I await the same attack, mark a time in quarte to trump me; I go to
parry your feint, thrust quarte over the arm.
3- engage the sword in quarte, mark feint in tierce, thrust seconde
4- engage the sword in tierce, mark feint in seconde, thrust quarte over the arm.
5- engage the sword in quarte, mark feint in seconde in the arm & thrust quarte
6- engage the sword in tierce, mark feint of quarte & thrust quinte
7- engage the sword in quarte, mark feint in seconde in the arm, & thrust quarte over the
arm
8- engage the sword in tierce, mark feint in seconde, thrust quarte inside the arm
One can again execute the same simple feints upon an appel, to enter into measure when
the adversary is leaving it.
But observe, sir, to never expose yourself when marking your feints, because instead of
surprising your adversary, it will be you that is surprised by a straight thrust. You must
never thrust upon him except when the derangement of his wrist gives you something of an
opening.
Simple feint upon the engagements
1- I engage the sword in quarte, mark feint of tierce, thrust quarte.
2- I engage the sword in tierce, mark a feint in quarte, thrust quarte over the arm
3- I engage the sword in quarte, mark feint in tierce, thrust seconde
4- I engage sword in tierce ark feint in seconde, thrust quarte over the arm
5- I engage the sword in quarte, mark feint of seconde inside the arm, & thrust high quarte
6- I engage the sword in tierce, mark feint of quarte, thrust low quarte
7- I engage the sword in quarte, mark feint in seconde in the arm, thrust quarte over the
arm
8- I engage the sword in tierce, mark feint of seconde & thrust quarte inside the arm
While stepping, the same attacks
Q. Why, sir, do you always have me thrust quarte, quinte & seconde in these feints, & never
tierce?
R. It is because it is not thrust with the same ease as quarte, that his opposition does not
protect you from being touched at the same time, & that quarte on the contrary is thrust
with more firmness & less danger, when one is in retreat is has more facility to parry the
riposte. Tierce is not absolutely necessary except after the parry of tierce, or when one must
riposte tierce, & never quarte over the arm.

Part 2: the double game
I am, sir, going to give you in this second part on arms the double game over the simple
game, to make you acquire facility in the hand. I will add others which are performed
according to circumstance, or the engagement, or the positions of the adversary; but in
assaults, as in perilous affairs, simple attacks, such as straight thrusts, are the easiest &
the most certain; & it is wise to risk nothing else.
Chapter 1- forced engagements
To engage forcibly, is to subject with such force the weak of the sword of the adversary, that
he can undertake nothing without exposing himself to being touched first.
The engagement becomes forced when engaged to the outside, or inside the arm and you
press such on the weak of the sword of your adversary, so that you oblige him to cede from
you, passing his point underneath, or over your sword: but, for more certainty, this
engagement must be out of range of the enemy who, without this precaution, can at the
instant be forewarned of your intent & touch you however at once that you will force.
Thus, for him to lose advantage that he wants to take while you force, either inside or
outside, or above or below the arm, disengage immediately in the opposite direction.
Example.
1- I engage my sword in quarte while forcing the weak of yours by the strong of mine, make
to cede then your point by a disengagement of tierce & thrust tierce.
2- I engage equally in tierce while forcing on your sword, disengage to quarte, mark a feint
of tierce & thrust quarte
3- I engage in quarte over the arm while forcing, disengage & thrust seconde.
Engagements with parry & riposte
1- You engage my sword in tierce, I thrust quarte in the arm upon your engagement, parry
quarte & riposte quarte.
2- You engage my sword in quarte, I thrust tierce, parry tierce & riposte tierce.
3-You engage my sword in tierce, I thrust seconde, parry demi-circle & riposte quarte
4- You engage my sword in quarte, I thrust quinte, parry low quarte & riposte quarte over
the arm
5- You engage my sword in tierce, I thrust quarte coupé outside the arm, parry seconde &
riposte tierce.
6- You engage my sword in quarte, I thrust quarte over the arm, parry low tierce & riposte
seconde
7- You engage my sword in tierce, I thrust quarte inside the arm, parry quarte & riposte
flanconade
8- You engage my sword in quarte, I thrust quarte over the arm, parry prime & riposte
prime
9- You engage my sword in tierce, I thrust quarte over the arm, parry quarte over the arm &
riposte quarte over the arm
10- You engage my sword in quinte inside the arm, I thrust tierce, parry with a flying point
& riposte quarte over the arm.

You can, again, upon this parry of a flying point, use the twelve simple parries which I have
shown, make two ripostes.
Example.
11- You engage my sword in low quarte, I thrust quarte over the arm, parry with a flying
point & riposte seconde.
12- You engage equally my sword in quinte. I thrust quarte over the arm, parry with a flying
point & riposte quarte coupé outside the arm.
However, while stepping
Since one has sometimes the finesse to force your sword for you to engage to thrust, then
you deliver a riposte from which one is disposed to advance, your judgement & practice
must make you perceive this ruse, & you must never risk to thrust upon a game that one
give you, without being well certain to be able to prime with speed.
Chapter 2- marked times
Mark a time, this worries the enemy into thrusting into the opening which one gives him
with an appel of the foot, while quitting his blade about four fingers to the side on which
one is engaged.
The time is marked from a fixed foot & while stepping, when one perceives that the enemy
thrusts upon all the actions which one makes. Example.
Times marked on a fixed foot
1- engage sword in quarte, mark a time of quarte while quitting my blade at the point that
yours is inside the weapon about fingers, & make an appel with the foot; if I thrust quarte
upon the time, parry quarte & riposte quarte.
2- engage sword in tierce, mark a time in tierce, I thrust tierce upon the time, parry tierce &
riposte tierce
3- engage the sword in tierce, & mark a time in tierce, I thrust seconde, parry demi-circle &
riposte quarte
4- engage the sword in tierce and mark a time in seconde; I thrust quarte over the arm,
parry low tierce & riposte seconde
5- engage sword in quarte & mark a time in quarte; I thrust quarte, parry quarte & riposte
flanconade with opposition with the left hand
6- engage the sword in tierce & mark a time in seconde; I thrust quarte over the arm, parry
prime & riposte seconde in the arm.
7- engage the sword in quarte & mark a time in quarte, I thrust quarte, parry low quarte &
riposte quinte
8- engage the sword in tierce & mark a time in tierce over my wrist; I thrust quarte coupé
outside the arm, parry seconde & riposte seconde.
While stepping the same thing
One marks also times while disengaging quarte & tierce, when fixed foot and when
stepping. Example.
Times marked while disengaging with fixed foot

1- engage sword in quarte; mark a time in tierce while disengaging; I thrust tierce, parry
tierce & riposte tierce
2- engage sword in tierce, mark a time in quarte while disengaging; I thrust quarte, parry
low quarte & riposte low quarte.
3- engage sword in quarte, mark a time in tierce while disengaging; I thrust quarte over the
arm, parry low tierce & riposte seconde
4- engage sword in tierce & mark a time in quarte while disengaging; I thrust quarte, parry
quarte & riposte flanconade with opposition of the left hand
5- engage sword in quarte & mark a time in tierce over my wrist while disengaging; I thrust
seconde, parry demi-circle & riposte quarte
6- engage sword in tierce & mark a time in quarte while disengaging, I thrust quarte, parry
low quarte & riposte quinte
While stepping, the same thing
If, upon a time you notice that I go to present another while disengaging & thrusting,
oppose the time & parry the thrust which I deliver at you.
Marked times upon a time while disengaging & thrusting with fixed foot
1- mark a time in quarte; I feint at you to thrust there in quarte with another time; you
oppose in quarte; I disengage & thrust tierce, parry tierce & riposte tierce
2- mark a time of tierce; I feint at you to thrust there in tierce with another time, you
oppose in tierce; I disengage & thrust quarte, parry quarte & riposte quarte
3- mark a time in quarte; I feint at you to thrust there in quarte, you oppose in quarte; I
disengage & thrust quarte over the arm, parry low tierce & riposte seconde.
4- mark a time in seconde, I feint to thrust there in quarte over the arm, you oppose in
tierce; I disengage & thrust seconde, parry demi-circle & riposte quarte
5- mark a time in quarte; I feint a thrust in quarte, oppose quarte; I disengage & thrust
quarte, parry quinte & riposte low quarte
6- mark a time in tierce over my wrist; I feint to thrust there in seconde, you oppose in
demi-circle; I deceive the parry & thrust quarte coupé outside the weapon, parry octave &
riposte quarte over the arm.
7- mark a time of quarte; I feint to thrust there in quarte, you oppose in quarte; I disengage
& thrust quarte over the arm, parry prime & riposte prime.
8- mark a time in tierce; I feint to thrust quarte over the arm, you oppose in tierce; I
disengage & thrust quarte, parry quarte & riposte flanconade with opposition of the left
hand.
While stepping, the same thrusts.

Chapter 3- double feints
Double feints are marked to confuse the adversary, or to make a thrust upon a time. There
are performed from a fixed foot & are prepared with a simple feint. It is not for when the
adversary in motion that one is to hope to use them successfully: however, it would be
dangerous to expose oneself while forming them, & to not be continually on guard.
Double feints with fixed foot
1- mark an appel in quarte; you are in measure, mark a feint in tierce, thrust quarte. If I go
for a parry of quarte without riposting, mark another appel in quarte, then two times in
tierce & quarte with the point of your sword, & two appels with the foot raising an inch form
the ground only; that the actions, as with the hand, as with the foot, are done as one, while
deviating your point by two fingers from the strong of my blade on each time, without
moving either the arm or the shoulder, but only the thumb & fingers. Then I go for two
simple parries, thrust quarte over the arm. Quickly back on guard.
2- Appel in tierce; mark first a simple feint in quarte & thrust quarte over the arm; then
after another appel in tierce, mark a double feint in quarte & tierce, & thrust quarte.
3- appel in quarte; double feint tierce & seconde. Thrust quarte over the arm.
4- appel in tierce; double feint seconde & tierce, thrust seconde.
5- appel in quarte; double feint seconde inside the arm & quarte, thrust quinte.
6- appel in tierce; double feint quarte & seconde inside the arm, thrust quarte
7- appel in quarte; double feint seconde inside the arm & quarte, thrust prime.
8- appel in tierce; double feint quarte & seconde inside the arm, thrust quarte over the arm
9- appel in quarte; double feint tierce & seconde, thrust high quarte inside the arm.
10- appel in tierce; double feint seconde & tierce, thrust quarte over the arm.
11- appel in quarte. Double feint seconde inside the arm & prime, thrust seconde inside the
arm
12- appel in tierce; double feint & quarte inside the arm. Thrust high quarte inside the arm
while opposing the strong of the sword more than is usual.
If upon your appel I break measure; guard yourself, while bearing upon me, never marking
feints, & remember that when you are marking, the actions & hand & foot must not do
anything without perfection, & must again be prompt, that one cannot distinguish them
even when using perception.
Times thrust upon the double feint with a fixed foot
I have parried your double feints; I go to thrust against them with a time hit, prepare
yourself for a parry & riposte.
1- Appel in quarte, mark double feint tierce & quarte; I thrust quarte upon the time, parry
quarte & riposte quarte
2- appel in tierce, mark double feint quarte & tierce; I thrust tierce upon the time, parry
tierce & riposte tierce
3- appel in quarte, mark double feint tierce & seconde; I thrust quarte over the arm upon
the time, parry tierce & riposte seconde
4- appel in tierce, mark double feint seconde & tierce; I thrust seconde upon the time, parry
demi-circle & riposte quarte.

5- appel in quarte, mark double feint seconde inside the arm & quarte; I thrust low quarte,
parry octave & riposte quarte over the arm
6- appel in tierce, mark double feint quarte & seconde inside the arm; I thrust quarte upon
the time, parry low quarte, & riposte low quarte.
7- appel in quarte, mark double feint seconde inside the arm & quarte; I thrust prime upon
the time, parry prime & riposte prime.
8- appel in tierce, mark double feint quarte & seconde inside the arm; I thrust tierce upon
the time, parry tierce & riposte tierce.
9- appel in quarte, mark double feint quarte & seconde inside the arm; I thrust tierce upon
the time, parry low tierce & riposte seconde.
10- appel n tierce, mark double feint seconde & tierce; I thrust seconde upon the time,
parry seconde & riposte quarte over the arm.
11- appel in quarte, mark double feint seconde inside the arm & prime; I thrust quinte
upon the time, parry quinte & riposte low quarte.
12- appel in tierce, mark double feint seconde & quarte inside the arm; I thrust quarte
upon the time; parry quarte & riposte flanconade
Every time that one thrusts tierce at you, one must parry tierce & riposte tierce; & when
one thrust at you in quarte over the arm, you must parry tierce & riposte seconde. The
reason is that when I thrust at you in tierce, & when you parry tierce, you will find me on
my weak, then you will have a greater opening to thrust tierce than seconde, & thus the
riposte is more prompt; the same way my wrist is found higher & more steady upon his
opposition in quarte over the arm, I give you more opening to thrust seconde.
There is no more point for me to bring other time hits for you upon feints; those above
suffice for you to appreciate the danger that there will be unless they are used at the critical
circumstance.
Question: for what reason, sir, would you have me make upon each division one of the great
number of different attacks, using for such only what you propose, or am I to only perform
one or two?
Response. It is because of their multiplication & their variation upon the same subject,
serving you to form the hand, to give you retention of the body as is necessary under arms
& to procure in you promptness & greater certainty than any other method, the
understanding of all that composes a typical assault. A frequent repetition of lesson on each
subject established order in the memory, & these make to pass on the judgement which
gives all the means to vanquish difficulties.

Chapter 4- cutover the point
To cut over the point is to pass or disengage the point of his sword over that of his
adversary, while thrusting upon him.
Those who have the bad habit of parrying with the left hand can find themselves
embarrassed by the cutover, because it encounters difficulty against a sword which goes
upwards & downwards.
It is in this usage to only thrust cutovers when in an attack & after a parry, when the
enemy parry the point, wrist low; but I advise you, sir, to never use it as a riposte, for two
reason; the first, to have facility in performing these cutovers, when your adversary recovers
himself upon an attack that you have parried; the second, to not have run the danger of a
double hit, which is given & received at the same time.
To have more facility to cut over the point, hold a little higher the wrist than the point of
your sword; & while performing he cutover, clench e thumb, index & major finger on the
grip of your sword while unclenching the ring & little fingers & plunge the point before the
body goes forward. Example.
Cutover with fixed foot
1- thrust quarte, I parry with the weak of my sword, that is to say with the point; replace by
bending he elbow, raise the wrist & point while passing over mine & thrust quarte over the
arm.
2-thrust quarte over the arm, I parry the same; replace while cutting over, & thrust quarte
inside the arm.
While breaking measure, the same thing.
Cutover upon an appel with fixed foot
1- mark an appel in quarte; I force your sword into quarte with my point, cutover & thrust
quarte over the arm.
2- mark an appel in tierce; I force your sword in tierce, cutover & thrust quarte over the
arm.
While breaking measure, the same thing
Cutover while disengaging with fixed foot
1- if I have parried in tierce a cutover of quarte over the arm, make an appel in quarte,
cutover in tierce, disengage & thrust quarte inside the arm.
2- if I have parried quarte a cutover of quarte, make an appel in tierce; cutover in quarte,
disengage & thrust quarte over the arm.
3- if I have parried in tierce a cutover of quarte over the arm, wrist high, make an appel in
quarte, cutover in tierce, disengage & thrust seconde.
4- if I have parried in quarte a cutover of quarte, make an appel in tierce, cutover quarte,
disengage & thrust low quarte.
While breaking measure, the same attacks.
Then I have done all the parries without riposting, mark the feints after the cutover.
Cutover while marking a feint with fixed foot
1- appel in tierce; cutover in quarte; feint tierce, thrust quarte.

2- appel in quarte; cutover in tierce, feint quarte, thrust quarte over the arm
3- appel in tierce, cutover in tierce, feint seconde, thrust quarte over the arm
5- appel in tierce, cutover in quarte, feint seconde inside the arm, & thrust quarte
6- appel in quarte; cutover in tierce, feint in quarte, & thrust low quarte
7- appel in tierce, cutover in quarte, feint seconde inside the arm, thrust quarte over the
arm.
8- appel in quarte, cutover in tierce, feint in seconde, thrust quarte inside the arm
9- appel in tierce, cutover in quarte, feint in tierce, thrust quarte over the arm
10- appel in quarte, cutover in tierce, feint in quarte, thrust prime.
11- appel in tierce, cutover in quarte, feint in prime, thrust seconde inside the arm
12- appel in quarte, cutover in tierce, feint quarte inside the arm, thrust quarte, while
opposing the strong more than in ordinary quarte.
While breaking measure, the same attacks as the double feints, such as the fixed foot, then
repeat after the cutover.
Cutover the point after a parry
1- I thrust at you in quarte, parry quarte & upon my retreat, cutover & riposte quarte over
the arm.
2- I thrust at you in tierce, parry tierce: & upon my retreat, cutover & riposte quarte
One ripostes, when one has parried, without marking a feint, because to parry & riposte
must never be done other than at the same time for speed: but unless that after the parry
one disengages & marks a feint, it is thus thrust.
Cutover while disengaging after the parry
I go always to parry simple without riposting
1- I thrust quarte, parry quarte & upon my retreat cutover in tierce, disengage & thrust
quarte.
2- I thrust tierce, parry tierce & upon my retreat cutover quarte, disengage & thrust quarte
over the arm.
3- I thrust quarte, parry quarte & upon my retreat cutover in quarte, disengage & thrust
quinte.
4- I thrust quarte over the arm, parry tierce, & upon my retreat cutover in quarte,
disengage & thrust quinte
One can also perform all the cutovers above, while marking simple feints & double feints
after the parry, such that the feint-cutover simple and double upon the appel, such as fixed
foot than breaking measure.
Question: I seek, sir, in my dictionary of the Encyclopaedia of all that concerns the art of
arms, & I have noted that under the word “fencing” & others, that the greater part of
principles there are also contrary to yours, which are again many with regards to several
treatises which have appeared up to this day.
Response. I have seen also, sir, the words assault, estocade, engagement, fencing & others,
& have only been very surprised by these singularities detailed on the art of arms. The

savants who took for themselves to treat the arts & the professionals who only understand
by conjecture, or by reading some books, which cannot be without consequence. The motive
of their enterprise was most commendable, if it is to be rendered truly useful, since they
must, having abandoned their speculations, only consult the most able artists of diverse
classes; but they have gathered together a thousand matters, & have treated a great
number considerably superficially, under the pompous title of “Encyclopaedia”, having
taken before those of “Chambers & Alfedius”. I only act to enter those who take the pain to
treat the art of arms under the old words of fencing and estocade; but for me to dispense to
recover the false principles than the author goes on to multiply, & which they put into a
large book, I dare to assert that one must never return to the Dictionary of the
encyclopaedia to better understand fencing, much less practice the rules intended by these
words. After that it will be true to say that there is no point accorded by everyone to know
each art definitively, nor to understand the rules & to expose the attributes: an art which
cannot be well described other than by those who have made a long study, that the artist
alone can give the reason for things which he has done himself, indicate the causes,
determine the effects, prove the truths, diminish the prejudices, dissipate error: from where
he must conclude that a good master of arms seeks reason, establish more solidly the true
principles of arms, than the great Literature of the Encyclopaedia, & become more useful to
this aim through a particular treatise, complete and followed, than by the divisions of the
object under the words arranged in alphabetical order. To put in a dictionary all the arts, all
the sciences, said a Wiseman of our time*, is to announce the next fall of the arts.
*Essay on the Measures, 1756 edition, p.61
Chapter 5- the double appel
The double appel is only done to engage the adversary to go for a parry, or to incite them to
thrust upon the action: to not be touched on the first movement it is very necessary to
observe & judge in advance the intent of the adversary.
The double appel is marked with a fixed foot.
Double appel with a fixed foot
1- mark double appel in tierce & quarte while tapping firmly the foot upon each appel, &
that the actions of the foot & the hand are together, that are prepared as one, without any
part of the body being disordered. If I am confounded by the double appel, thrust quarte.
2- mark a double appel in quarte & tierce; if I am confounded upon the double appel, thrust
quarte over the arm.
Double appel while disengaging with fixed foot
1- double appel in tierce & quarte; I go for a parry of quarte, disengage & thrust quarte over
the arm.
2- double appel quarte & tierce; I go for a parry of tierce, disengage & thrust quarte
3- double appel tierce & quarte: I go for a parry of quarte, disengage & thrust quinte
4- double appel quarte & tierce; I go for a parry of tierce, disengage & thrust seconde
Double appel- cutover the point with fixed foot
To make a double appel- cutover the point, one must cutover twice in tierce & quarte, &
grip upon the weak of my sword with the strong of yours, while marking an appel of the foot
on each time. These actions must be sufficiently steady as prompt.
Example.
1- double appel cutover the point in quarte & tierce; I go to parry in tierce, cutover & thrust
quarte
2- double appel- cutover the point in tierce & quarte; I go for a parry in quarte, cutover &
thrust quarte over the arm.

Double appel- cutover the point while marking feint-cutover with fixed foot.
1- double appel- cutover the point quarte & tierce; mark feint-cutover in quarte, cutover &
thrust quarte over the arm.
2- double appel-cutover tierce & quarte, mark feint-cutover in tierce, cutover, thrust quarte.
However upon the double feint-cutover
It is essential that I warn you, sir, that all the times that you have tried to thrust quarte
over the arm, you must beforehand judge if your adversary does not have the same intent,
otherwise you will risk one, or the other, & sometimes even both, of you giving at the same
time a blow to the face.
Chapter 6- the double attack
The double attack is only marked, as with the double appel, to confound his adversary, or
to determine him to thrust upon the action: it is done with fixed foot. Example.
Double attack with fixed foot
1- make a double appel in quarte; that is to say, disengage from quarte while tapping with a
dry beat of the strong of your blade the weak of mine, & while forming your appel of the
foot; immediately quit my blade, & mark another time in quarte which is made while
deviating the point with four fingers inside the arm, with an appel of the foot, without
shifting the wrist; that your torso sits a little further than the left thigh, though steady, &
that your combined actions take only a time with their precision & vivacity: if I am
confounded upon your double attack, thrust quarte while opposing the strong well.
2- double attack of tierce in the same manner: if I am confounded, thrust quarte over the
arm while opposing the strong.
3- double attack of quarte; if I am confounded, cutover the point, & thrust quarte over the
arm.
4- double attack of tierce; if I am confounded, cutover the point & thrust quarte.
Double attack while disengaging with a fixed foot
1- double attack of quarte; I go for a parry of quarte, disengage & thrust quarte over the
arm.
2- double attack of tierce; I go for a parry of tierce, disengage & thrust quarte
3- double attack of quarte; I go for a parry of quarte, disengage & thrust quinte
4- double attack of tierce; I go for a parry of tierce, disengage & thrust seconde
Time taken upon a double attack with a fixed foot
1- double attack of quarte; I thrust quarte upon the double attack, parry quarte, riposte
quarte.
2- double attack of tierce; I thrust tierce upon the double attack, parry tierce, riposte tierce.
3- double attack of quarte, I thrust quarte upon the double attack, parry quarte, riposte
flanconade
4- double attack of tierce; I thrust quarte over the arm upon the double attack, parry tierce,
cutover the point, thrust quarte.
5- double attack of quarte: I thrust quarte upon the double attack, parry quarte, cutover
the point, thrust quarte over the arm.
Disengagement upon the double attack with fixed foot
1- double attack in tierce; I feint at you a thrust in tierce upon the double attack, you
oppose with a half- lunge; I disengage & thrust quarte, parry quarte & riposte quarte.
2- double attack of quarte; I feint at you with a thrust in quarte upon the double attack,
you oppose with a half-attack; I disengage & thrust tierce, parry tierce, riposte tierce.
3- double attack in tierce; I feint to thrust you in tierce upon the double attack, you oppose
with a half-attack; I disengage & thrust quarte, parry quarte & riposte flanconade.
4- Double attack in quarte; I feint to thrust at you in quarte upon the double attack, you
oppose with a half-attack; I disengage & thrust tierce, parry tierce, cutover the point &

thrust quarte.
5- double attack in tierce; I feint to thrust you in tierce upon the double attack, you oppose
with a half-attack; I disengage & thrust quarte, parry quarte, cutover the point & thrust
quarte over the arm.
Question: Which is the most advantageous, sir, to riposte the same thrust that you have
just parried or thrust another with a new disengagement?
Response. Your riposte, resembling the parried attack, will be more prompt & more certain
than all others by disengagement, because it is thrust in the same line, instead that the
disengagement necessarily takes a time: furthermore, the riposte must be judged &
performed as lively of a single touch of the blade, that is not made, so to say, with the parry
than with the same attack.
Chapter 7- the double beat
The double beat of the sword is no more than to engage the enemy to go for a parry, then to
trump it. The blow that fencers neglect is, on my advice, one of the finest under arms, when
it is performed with precision.
It is marked with a fixed foot.
Double beat with fixed foot
1- appel in quarte, beat twice the weak of my blade with the strong of yours, mark two
appels with the foot, arm extended; form both beats & return yourself promptly on the left
thigh, while derobing your point in quinte passing under my wrist; I go for a parry of demicircle, do not suffer that I join your sword, disengage quickly underneath mine in my
action, thrust quarte coupé inside the arm.
2- appel in tierce, double beat of tierce, derobe the point to seconde under my wrist; I go for
a parry of seconde, thrust quarte over the arm.
3- appel in quarte, double beat in quarte, derobe the point in quinte underneath my wrist; I
go for a parry of quinte, thrust quarte.
4- appel in tierce, double beat in tierce, derobe the point in seconde; I go for a parry of
prime, disengage underneath my wrist, thrust seconde.
Straight thrust upon the derobement
1- appel in quarte, double beat in quarte upon the derobe; I thrust straight, parry quarte,
riposte quarte.
2- appel in tierce, double beat in tierce upon the derobe, I thrust straight, parry tierce,
riposte tierce.
3- appel in quarte, double beat in quarte upon the derobe; I thrust straight, parry quarte,
riposte flanconade.
4- appel in tierce, double beat in tierce upon the derobe; oi thrust straight, parry in tierce,
cutover the point & thrust quarte
5- appel in quarte, double beat in quarte upon the derobe; I thrust straight, parry quarte,
cutover the point & thrust quarte over the arm.
Disengagement after a straight thrust is disengaged
1-appel in quarte, double beat of quarte upon the derobe; I thrust straight, parry quarte,
disengage, thrust quarte over the arm.
2- appel in tierce, double beat in tierce upon the derobe; I thrust straight, parry tierce,
disengage & thrust quarte.

3- appel in quarte, double beat of quarte upon the derobe; I thrust straight, parry quarte,
disengage & thrust quinte.
4- appel in tierce, double beat in tierce upon the derobe; I thrust straight, parry tierce,
disengage & thrust seconde.
Chapter 8- the coulé
To coulé is, when one finds oneself in measure on his adversary, to slide on the weak of his
sword with a quick & felt contact, & in the time that he opposes to parry, disengage subtly
& thrust upon him.
The coulé is one of the more certain attacks, in that it determines forcibly the enemy to go
for a parry; but it must not be performed than with the most caution.
One coulés with fixed foot, when stepping & while disengaging & without disengaging.
To form coulés one must have the body well profiled & seated on the left thigh, always hold
the sword directly in front to you, clench & coulé on the blade of the adversary, & assure
oneself with the strong. Example.
Coulé with the fixed foot
1- disengage in quarte, clench & coulé on my blade while extending the arm & gaining the
weak of my sword with the strong of yours, thrust quarte.
2- disengage in tierce, clench & coulé my blade, & thrust quarte over the arm.
3- disengage in quarte, clench & coulé on my sword, & thrust prime.
While stepping, the same attacks
Coulé with fixed foot while disengaging
1- disengage in quarte, clench & coulé on my blade; I go for a parry of quarte, disengage &
thrust quarte over the arm.
2- disengage from tierce, clench & coulé on my blade; I go for a parry of tierce, disengage,
thrust quarte.
3- disengage from quarte, clench & coulé on my blade; I go for a parry of quarte, disengage,
thrust quinte.
4- disengage from tierce, clench & coulé my blade; I go for a parry of tierce, disengage &
thrust seconde.
5- disengage from tierce, clench & coulé on my blade; I go for a parry of tierce, disengage,
thrust quarte coupée outside the arm.
While stepping, the same attacks.
Since there are in fencing as many ways to defend as means to attack, I warn you, sir, that
one must continually be on your guard, & observe your adversary with great attention,
when you would take upon a coulé, because he could predict at the same instance of
execution of your coulé. Example.
Time taken upon a coulé of the sword.
1- you clench & coulé from quarte; if, upon your action, I disengage & thrust tierce, parry
tierce & riposte tierce.
2- you clench & coulé from tierce; if, upon your action, I disengage & thrust quarte, parry
quarte & riposte quarte,

3- you clench & coulé from quarte; if, upon your movement, I disengage & thrust quarte
over the arm, parry tierce & riposte seconde.
4- you clench & coulé from tierce; if, upon your actin, I disengage & thrust seconde, parry
demi-circle & riposte quarte.
5- you clench & coulé from tierce; if, upon your action, I disengage & thrust quarte, parry
quarte & riposte flanconade.
6- you clench & coulé from tierce; if, upon your action, I disengage & thrust quarte, parry
quarte, riposte quinte.
Chapter 9- tempting with the sword or the half-thrust
To mark a half-attack, or to try the sword, is to feint to thrust a blow on the extension upon
the part of the body that the enemy allows be uncovered.
One must not, sir, confuse the half-attack, or half-thrust, with a reprise of the hand. The
difference is very great. The temptation, or half-attack is nothing more than to thrust with
four fingers at the body, while marking only with a time the intent to thrust on the
extension, for, upon the action of the adversary going for a parry, to disengage & thrust
fully: on the contrary the reprise of the hand, which is one of the most beautiful attacks
under arms, is only performed when thrusting on the extension upon an uncovering; that is
to say, at the moment that your blow is parried & you find strong on strong, you retake the
blow with the hand while your retire, & one single time, although there are two, attend that
it is extremely quick which renders the blow also possible that it is inevitable, since I make
it at you when we are taken up with his execution.
One is served again usefully with the half-blow against those who parry with the left hand,
thus that I would have you remark it in his time.
1- I give you a large opening in quarte, mark a half-attack in quarte, while only thrusting to
four fingers from the body, instead of thrusting on the extension; & if I go for a parry of
quarte, disengage quickly from the point, without suffering that I touch your blade, &
complete the attack in quarte over the arm.
2- I give you a large opening in tierce, mark a half-blow in quarte over the arm; I go for a
parry of tierce, disengage & complete the attack of quarte.
3- I give you a large opening in quarte, mark a half-attack in quarte; I go for a parry of
quarte, disengage & complete a blow of low quarte.
4- I give you a large opening in seconde, mark a half-blow in quarte over the arm; I go for a
parry of tierce, disengage & complete the blow in seconde.

Chapter 10- of the parry of counter quarte
The parry of Counter, it is to describe around the sword of his adversary the figure of a
perfect circle to deviate it while connecting with it.
The parry of counter quarte is the principle of the circular parries. When one has them in
perfection, possessed almost the most part of force, the skill & the finesse of arms. One can
render useless all the enterprises of his adversary, because it envelops nearly all the blows
under arms, either inside, or outside, or on top, or underneath: also, not only is it more
certain in combats where simple parries are lacking. One has again the great advantage to
give the time to judge & be warned of the intent of the enemy. Its superiority over the other
parries is such, that they resemble all derived from it, or at least that derive from it.
Since it is not only practice while renders them easy in the hand, I can only try, sir, to
recommend that you put them into practice often. It is performed with the fixed foot, then
by breaking measure by gradations of simple or double & triple, & from triple to double &
simple. It parries, the wrist being in the middle position, inclined to the outside of the arm;
viz, the high quarte & low quarte, the disengagements of quarte over the arm, feints &
double feints thrust in quarte, cuts over the point, simple & double beats, & more easily
again all the same blows when one breaks measure.
To form them, hold oneself on guard, the torso well pressed on the left thigh, extend the
arm on the instant that you strike with the sword, & it is nevertheless very flexible to be
able to riposte quickly.
When you have parried in this situation, such as simple, that of double counter quarte; if
your adversary goes to triple, return immediately to the simple of tierce, you will by this
means make a riposte so quickly that it will certainly touch before his sword has fallen; & if
it has not fallen, his wrist will be strongly deranged, that your riposte will be always
inevitably arrive on him.
Experience has made me see that the performance of this parry becomes easier & more
certain in releasing lightly the left foot by quarters and half-quarters of measures revealed
in the proportion of those of an adversary who thrusts with great liveliness, gain
successively & in an undetectable manner.
Parry of counter quarte with fixed foot
1st I thrust at you in tierce, parry counter quarte while disengaging with me in quarte &
with foot raised, riposte quarte.
2nd I thrust at you in tierce, parry counter quarte, riposte flanconade.
While breaking measure, the same thing.
Disengagements after the parry of counter quarte with fixed foot.
1st I thrust at you in tierce, parry counter quarte & riposte quarte; I parry your riposte of
quarte, disengage & thrust quinte, disengage & thrust quarte over the arm.
2nd I thrust at you in tierce, parry counter quarte & riposte quarte; I parry your riposte of
quarte, disengage & thrust quinte.
While breaking measure, the same thing.
Simple feint after a parry of counter quarte with fixed foot.
1st I thrust tierce, parry counter quarte, then mark a feint of tierce, thrust quarte.
2nd I thrust tierce, parry counter quarte, mark feint of tierce, thrust seconde.

3rd I thrust tierce, parry counter quarte, mark feint in seconde inside the arm, thrust
quarte.
4th I thrust tierce, parry counter quarte, mark feint in seconde inside the arm, thrust quarte
over the arm.
5th I thrust tierce, parry counter quarte, mark feint in seconde, thrust quarte inside the
arm.
6th I thrust tierce, parry counter quarte, mark feint in prime, thrust seconde inside the arm.
While breaking measure, the same blows which can be performed equally upon double
feints.
Cutover while disengaging after the parry of counter quarte with fixed foot
1st I thrust tierce, parry counter quarte, & immediately cutover in tierce, disengage & thrust
quarte.
2nd I thrust tierce, parry counter quarte, & immediately cutover in tierce, disengage &
thrust seconde.
While breaking measure, the same thing.
One can also cutover while marking simple & double feints after the parry of counter, either
fixed foot or breaking measure, such as feint-cutover & double feint-cutover.
Until now I have not parried all the preceding blows than with simple tierce, but I want also
to parry counter tierce; in this case double the counter quarte, while following my action &
advancing the point of your blade on each revolution, until it is found to be near me, such
that I do not have the power to parry.
Double counter quarte after the parry of simple counter with fixed foot.
1st I thrust at you with tierce, parry counter quarte & riposte quarte; I parry with counter
tierce & thrust tierce, double the counter quarte & thrust quarte.
2nd I thrust at you in tierce, parry counter quarte & riposte quarte over the arm; I parry
counter tierce & thrust seconde, double counter quarte & thrust seconde.
While breaking measure, the same thing.
Chapter 11- the parry of counter tierce
The parry of counter tierce is more difficult to perform than that of counter quarte, also it is
less certain that that, it is only when outside of measure that you can, sire, make good use
of it.
The performance will be freer & easier if, wrist in pronation, the torso is found always on
the left thigh, & the head carried to the rear. It is the means to avoid the blows which this
blow directs to the face, when your adversary thrust with great speed, & in this case one
must return to the simple parry of quarte which gives a riposte of quarte in the same time if
quick, that it touches, so to say, with tact the same parry.
Counter tierce with fixed foot.
1st I thrust at you in quarte, parry counter tierce, while disengaging with me in tierce, &
with foot raised riposte in tierce.
2nd I thrust at you in quarte, parry counter tierce, & riposte quarte over the arm.
While breaking measure, the same thing.

Disengagement after the parry of counter with fixed foot
1st I thrust quarte, parry counter tierce & riposte tierce; I parry your riposte in tierce,
disengage, thrust quarte.
2nd I thrust quarte, parry counter tierce & riposte tierce; I parry your riposte of tierce,
disengage, thrust seconde.
While breaking measure, the same thing.
This parry of counter tierce, which is made most often, the wrist turned to tierce, that is to
say in pronation, parrying with the cutting edge inside the arm, can also be performed with
the cutting edge to the outside, the wrist alone situated in the middle position.
Feint after the parry of counter tierce with fixed foot.
1st I thrust quarte, parry counter tierce, mark feint of quarte, thrust quarte over the arm.
2nd I thrust quarte, parry counter tierce, mark feint of seconde, thrust quarte over the arm.
3rd I thrust quarte, parry counter tierce, mark feint of quarte, thrust low quarte.
4th I thrust quarte, parry counter tierce, mark feint of seconde, thrust quarte.
5th I thrust quarte, parry counter tierce, mark feint of tierce, thrust quarte over the arm.
6th I thrust quarte, parry counter tierce, mark feint of quarte inside the arm, thrust quarte
while opposing the strong more than in ordinary quarte.
Cutover while disengaging after the parry of counter tierce with fixed foot
1st I thrust quarte, parry counter tierce, cutover in quarte, thrust quarte over the arm.
2nd I thrust quarte, parry counter tierce, cutover in quarte, disengage, thrust quinte.
Since you have parried with the simple all the blows above, I go to present to parry counter
quarte, in this case parry them with a double counter in tierce.
Double counter of tierce after the parry of counter quarte with fixed foot.
1st I thrust at you in quarte, parry counter tierce & riposte tierce; I parry counter quarte &
thrust quarte while recovering, double the counter tierce 7 thrust quarte over the arm.
2nd I thrust at you in quarte, parry counter tierce & riposte seconde; I parry your riposte of
counter quarte & thrust flanconade while I recover, double the counter tierce & thrust
tierce.
While breaking measure, the same blows.
Her are, sir all that it is possible to do upon the counter quarte & tierce.
This is what some masters name wrongly with regard to demi-counter of quarte & demicounter of tierce, it is no other thing than the simple counter, & for the same reason that it
is named counter becomes the double counter which can be tripled & quadrupled in quarte
as in tierce, although it is more difficult. The counter is always nothing more than a
disengagement formed by a circle a little greater than that which is made in a simple
disengagement of the sword, & this circle which must be as a small as possible, to be called
a counter, so that it can defend generally against all the thrusts under arms.

Chapter 12- the counter-disengage
To counter disengage, it is to press a little on the sword of his adversary, to oblige him to
disengage & take the instant that he disengages to himself double quickly the
disengagement & deliver at him a thrust to the body however he seeks to connect the blade
to protect himself.
The simple disengagement is marked upon an engagement & upon and appel with fixed
foot. Example.
Counter disengagement upon the fixed foot.
1st Engage the blade in quarte, force a little upon my blade; I disengage to tierce, counter
disengage neatly upon the disengagement, without suffering that I connect with you blade,
thrust quarte.
2nd engage in tierce, force upon my blade; I disengage in quarte, counter disengage upon
the disengagement, & thrust quarte over the arm.
3rd engage in quarte, force upon my blade, I disengage tierce, wrist high, counter disengage
upon my disengagement & thrust seconde.
Double counter disengagement upon the fixed foot.
If I counter disengage, double the counter disengagement.
1st Appel in quarte; I counter disengage upon the appel, double the counter disengagement,
thrust quarte.
2nd Appel in tierce; I counter disengage upon the appel, double the counter- disengagement,
thrust quarte over the arm.
3rd Appel in quarte; I counter disengage upon the appel, double counter disengagement,
thrust seconde.
Counter-disengagement while marking a feint with fixed foot
If I counter disengage & parry simple, counter disengage & stay in quarte; I go to parry in
quarte, disengage, thrust quarte over the arm.
2nd Appel in tierce, counter-disengage & stay in tierce; I go to parry in tierce, disengage &
thrust quarte
3rd Appel in quarte, counter disengage & stay in seconde; I go for a parry of octave,
disengage & thrust quarte over the arm.
Chapter 13- the parry of circle
The parry of circle is to form with the sword, to deviate that of his adversary, a quick
moulinet & take it from right to left, that is to say from quarte inside the arm.
The parry of circle can be almost universal for the blows which can be thrust against you, if
you can, sir, form regularly the circle for as long as is necessary to connect with the sword
of an adversary who has speed & skill: but since the arm & wrist are deranged on the
fourth, or fifth, turn, the point of the enemy, who, for you to follow, describes another circle
which is smaller than yours, can easily enter in with his central point; & this parry agitates
necessarily the body & the wrist, it comes about that the riposte which demands complete
steadiness on the legs in order to be quick, which becomes a very great difficulty.
However if you put well in to practice this parry in the way that I have taught you, you will
prove (unfortunately that which is said in the Encyclopaedia, as the default word, prevents
its usage) that it will bring about a great safety for you in several circumstances, especially

in the retreat, because while embarrassing & binding with the circular revolution of the
point of your sword, the blows which can reach you, it disrupts all other intentions, the
demi-blows, feints, double feints & principally the thrusts of low quarte & quinte. It is only
in the raised blows where one will necessarily return to the simple parry of quarte to avoid
being touched.
To perform it well, extend the arm, the wrist in supination at mouth height, nails on top,
the point of your sword very low, & by the single actions of the wrist from right to left,
describe obliquely the figure of a cone, double & deliver quickly the circle very often & for as
long as you can, to acquire the suppleness & ease that is required of this parry which is of
all, not only the most useful but the most difficult.
Parry of circle with a riposte
1st parry circle, I double it, continue until you have joined with my sword, you join it,
riposte quarte.
If my speed is superior to yours & you cannot join my sword, one must stop it with a simple
parry, which is the parry of octave; & if you cannot cross it with a simple & double, one
must make a retreat.
Parry of circle crossed with octave
1st parry circle; & if you cannot join my sword, when I double, cross is with octave while
raising the point in quarte, without quitting, & while parrying quarte, riposte quarte.
You can also parry circle, while turning the wrist to seconde. Example,
The parry of circle is made also in prime, or in seconde, the wrist in pronation at mouth
height, the point of the sword low, following from outside to inside that of the enemy, while
tracing equally with a revolution of the point, the figure of a revered cone. The movement of
circle to quarte is very useful, but this must be performed with great ease & quickness.
Example.
Parry of circle in seconde.
1st parry circle inside the arm, wrist turned to seconde, nails low down; you join my sword,
riposte in prime.
But there is also a means to break this parry. Example.
Parry of circle in seconde crossed by seconde
1st parry of circle the wrist turned to seconde; & if you cannot join my blade, cross it with
seconde, disengage & riposte quarte over the arm.

Chapter 14- how to thrust and parry all feints
To parry & thrust all feints is to begin to put into practice, without the safety of a master,
the lessons taken upon the plastron.
This exercise will become more useful than I can tell you. By this alone will you judge better
and better the parries which you will prefer, & the ripostes with which you must make to
succeed.
But to learn promptly to parry & riposte there is a simple method which can serve, so to
speak, as a preliminary to the assault, while going by degrees from the easiest to the most
difficult: here it is.
If an athlete thrusts at you in quarte, parry quarte, & in his retreat disengage & thrust
quarte over the arm. On your turn push at him in tierce, he will parry tierce, & in your
retreat he will disengage & will thrust quarte. Parry thus alternating quarte & tierce while
disengaging for as long as you can. Next thrust & parry upon the engagements &
disengagements, upon appels, beats, demi-blows & feints, either simple, or double, upon
cutovers, coulés & marked time; parry again all the same blows, & by successive
progression, parry quarte with counter quarte, & tierce with counter tierce; double the
counters, & after having disengaged & counter-disengaged, double also the counterdisengagement, then double & mark while deceiving the parry of counter; then parry circle
& demi-circle, sometimes outside the arm, and sometimes in seconde. I avow that this
makes the most difficulties; but there is nothing so difficult that a man cannot bring it to a
conclusion & given he only pushes to render himself the same easy practice by repeated
practice.1
For you to learn to trump the parry of counter with the double & mark, such as to trump
the double feints with alternating double counters; I would have you perform the following
blows with ripostes, although there is no use to riposte upon the parry of all feints.
Doubled & marked while trumping the parry of counter with fixed foot
If I parry counter & simple, double & marked
1st I thrust at you in quarte, parry counter quarte & riposte quarte; I parry in my turn your
riposte with counter tierce & simple of quarte, then double & mark quarte, & thrust quarte
over the arm.
2nd I thrust at you in tierce, parry counter tierce & riposte tierce; I parry your riposte with
counter quarte & simple tierce, then double & mark tierce, thrust quarte.
3rd I thrust at you in tierce, parry counter tierce & riposte tierce; I parry your riposte with
counter tierce & simple octave, then double & mark seconde & thrust quarte over the rm.
Double counter with fixed foot, more quarte than tierce upon a double feint.
1st I mark at you a double feint tierce & quarte, upon the first time of tierce parry counter
quarte, & return promptly to counter tierce & riposte quarte over the arm.
2nd I mark you a double feint quarte & tierce, upon the first time of quarte, parry counter
tierce & return promptly with counter quarte, & riposte quarte.
3rd I mark at you a double feint tierce & quarte, upon the premier time of tierce, parry
counter quarte & return promptly to counter-tierce, riposte seconde.

sed nihil est tam dificile & arduum, quod non humana gens vincat & in familaritatem
perducat assidua sercitatio. Seneca Egl.
1

4th I mark at you a double feint quarte & tierce; upon the first time of quarte, parry counter
tierce & return to counter quarte, riposte quinte.
5th I mark at you a double feint quarte & tierce; up0n the first time of quarte, parry counter
tierce & return promptly counter quarte, riposte flanconade.
Here, sir, with regard to the parries which all the greatest difficulties under arms. When
they become easy, & you do them as quickly as you can well judge, take care that upon this
matter there will be a few people in such a state that they can conquer you, especially when
you are instructed in the parries which are composed in the decisive game.
Question. Can you tell me, sir, at what time during the practice of the sword one suggests
that rules had their introduction into France?
Response. There have already been many men with the intent on the instruction of the
nobility under Henri I; but it was only under Charles IX that the art of arms acquired rules;
& Henri Saint-Didier, a gentleman of Provence, made the first which were dedicated to the
king in 1573, a treatise with woodcut engravings, touching on “The secrets of the first book
on the single sword, mother of arms” then another on “Using the dagger, cape, target,
buckler, roundel, sword in both hands & two swords” Although this man only knew three
blows made on the lunge* he nevertheless made a reputation as the first invincible man &
the first who had found the true means to address the nobility & foundations of Mars, & the
poets of this time were impressed enough to celebrate his talents with their epithets &
sonnets given here in fragments.
*maindroit, reverse, estoc which one multiplies in order to strike the targets on the human
body
If one wishes to know the grace of heaven
Do as one wishes, chase all envy far way
And then thus will fetch a secret which unbinds
The bands which restrict your eyes
One will no longer judge your art as pernicious
as in times past: the French youth
will have a spirit content to demonstrate the skill
which Saint-Didier describes, secretary of the gods.
How many honourable merits have you (O Saint-Didier)
for having invented & put into good use
the art which was judged to be without art in this present age,
that under the name of the king you published for us?
It is the perfection to fence well under arms
Proprietary to all King, princes, and men at arms
And those who have honourable professions:
By imitating all these blows, O French nobility,
It can be that your enemy can never wound you
having skill in hand & hardiness of heart
And in another place
By arms the greatness of the king is maintained,
Honours defended, Women are supported:
By arms one acquires and guards liberty:
By arms everyone lives in repose & security:
By arms in all places one can punish vice,
One can guard the law & maintain justice

Part 3- the decisive game
Chapter 1- seizing the sword
All that I have the honour of teaching you, sir, so far was a solution of the principles
established in the two first parts of this tract, so that at the end of this third part you will
bring about certain victory, if you follow this last advice that I have to give you.
First Chapter
Seizing the sword
Then it is in your interest to only ignore those blows which can be thrust against you inside
the arm, I shall show you also those enclosings, such as in this chapter, are in IV, V and VI,
which are abolished in our academies, not so that you can practice them, but on the
contrary, for you to understand the danger, & you learn to protect yourself on these
occasions. I begin with seizures of the sword.
Of all the enterprises, the most perilous are disarms & seizures. Indeed, you should not
count too much on a disarm to succeed, unfortunately; if your enemy, since it has somehow
come to this, does not want to surender, although conquered, will you spit this man, on the
pretext that it is better to kill him than be killed? You will, however, take the blame, as is
shown by society; & and you will not have the glory of having defeated an adversary under
arms; on the other side if you render to him his sword when he is obstinate, this will expose
you to having to sustain a new combat, which cannot be as advantageous as the first. You
must judge for yourself that it is more prudent to never attempt a disarm.
All the while is, by your fault, you find yourself constrained by being too extended, or that
your adversary & you enter too close in measure at the same time; or then, if one abandons
oneself too long upon the thrust, neglecting to return to guard promptly: Here is the
manner of seizing his sword inside the arm.
Seizing the sword in quarte
1st I thrust you on the lunge in quarte, parry quarte; fearing a riposte, I do not recover, on
the contrary, I oppose strong on strong, in this case, pass the left hand over my wrist, &
seize my guard on top, pass the left foot in the place of the right, & the right in place of the
left, & withdraw the right arm to the rear, while presenting the point at me, but holding it
away from my body, for fear that I will seize it: extend well the left arm, & seize strongly my
guard, that my blade passes over; & if I force, while advancing on you, pass the left foot
behind the right, while always threatening me with your point: the same if I retire the body
to the rear, pass the right foot forward, & follow with the left foot.
Seizing the sword in tierce
2nd I thrust you in tierce on the lunge, parry tierce; I do not recover for fear of your riposte,
& I oppose strong on strong; seize my guard with the left hand, & while passing the left foot
to the place of the right, lower my point to the ground, & present yours far from my body to
avoid all surprises.
Seizing the sword in prime
3rd I thrust seconde on the lunge, parry prime, pass, as for the blow in quarte, the left hand
over my wrist, & seize my guard underneath, while passing the left foot in place of the right,
& while presenting at me the point away from the body.
These three disarms suffice for you to give an idea of all others. It is more convenient to
teach you the means of evading these, that expose one to danger.
Example.

Against the disarm of quarte.
1st Thrust quarte on the lunge & oppose your strong against mine; I go to seize your guard,
in the movement of my wrist, thrust quinte.
Against the disarm in tierce
2nd Thrust tierce on the lunge & oppose strong on strong; I go to seize the guard of your
sword, upon the movement of my wrist, move quickly & at the same time reprise in
seconde.
Against the disarm in prime
3rd Thrust seconde on the lunge, I parry prime, & go to seize the guard of your sword, upon
the movement of my wrist, disengage quickly over my strong, & thrust seconde outside the
arm.
Disarm of those who intend to disarm
To prove to you, sir, that I can be disarmed while intending to disarm.
1st Thrust quarte on the lunge, I parry quarte, & we are thus opposed strong on strong, if I
go to seize your wrist, precede me yourself, seize that of mine, pass the left foot in place of
the right, & withdraw your right arm, while presenting the point at my body. One easily
performs this disarm, when one practices it often: but these where there is less danger &
where it always subsists, it is these which come about. Example.
Disarms after the parry of quinte
1st I thrust quarte on the lunge; seize promptly my guard underneath my wrist, grip firmly
the strong of my blade with the strong of yours & raise with quick force my sword to oblige
me to open my fingers, but that this is done on the left side, because you risk breaking your
teeth, if you raise up to the right going upwards.
However also this makes the less dangerous disarm; the inconvenience goes to prove that it
must not be put into use, sword in hand, other than in the last necessity.
Against the disarm after the parry of quinte.
1st Thrust quarte on the lunge, I parry quinte & go to seize your wrist, which is opposed in
quarte, return to prime; you raise up by this movement the power to disarm you; seize
again my wrist, in which situation we are, & which of we two can thus flatter themself to be
the victor?
Chapter 2- the croisé and binding the sword
To croisé & bind the sword of his adversary, is to join while sliding & while pressing briskly
with the cutting edge & strong on the weak below his wrist to chase it.
The croisé & bind of the sword, is again for this reason another way to disarm; this disarm
is taken with precision & speed, becoming, unless very certain in its execution, more
advantageous, but not without danger, as, if the blade of your adversary does not escape
from the hand, you are always assured of deviating it well enough to be able to touch.
Example.
Croisé and bind of the sword
1st I engage my sword in quarte, arm extended, point with regard to your body, oppose
equally your strong in quarte on my weak, while supporting a little more the wrist than in
the ordinary guard; your arm flexible, & your body on the left thigh, turn quickly the hand
to seconde, while passing the point over my blade, nails underneath, & while extending the
arm, croisé my blade underneath my wrist, by binding it without quitting, & chasing it
briskly to the outside of the arm, since you are strong against weak: do not leave for that of
your direct line, & that this movement is only formed with the wrist. My sword has not
fallen, riposte quarte over the arm.

2nd I engage quarte over the arm, arm extended, & point with regard to you, croisé my
sword while binding it with a demi-circle outside the arm, & chasing it briskly inside the
arm, since your strong onto the weak in a single action of the wrist. If my sword has not
fallen, riposte quarte.
Croisé & bind the sword upon a blow thrust on the lunge.
1st I thrust quarte on the lunge without disengaging; croisé & bind my blade inside the arm,
while chasing it with quick force to the outside, & if my sword does not fall, riposte quarte
over the arm.
2nd I thrust quarte over the arm on the lunge without disengaging, croisé & bind my sword
in demi-circle to the outside the arm while chasing it inside. If it does not fall, riposte
quarte.
Croisé & bind of the sword upon a blow thrust while disengaging
1st I disengage & thrust quarte on the lunge, croisé & bind my blade inside the arm, while
chasing it briskly outside the arm, & my sword not having fallen, riposte quarte over the
arm.
2nd I disengage & thrust quarte over the arm on the lunge, croisé & bind my blade with a
demi-circle to the outside the arm, while chasing it with quick force inside the arm; & if my
sword does not fall, riposte quarte.
But it is not enough to teach you the binds of the sword, each blow comes to have its
defence; I shall show you the means to prevent these. Example.
Against the croisé & binds of the sword
1st To avoid this blow, pay attention to the action of my wrist, I croisé your sword in quarte,
seize the time in which I turn the wrist to seconde, disengage & thrust quickly quarte over
the arm.
2nd I croisé your blade in quarte over the arm, seize the time of demi-circle to the outside
the arm, turn promptly the wrist to prime, & reprise the hand in prime & seconde while you
recover.
Against the croisé & bind of the sword upon a blow thrust on the lunge
1st Thrust a demi-blow in quarte without disengaging, I croisé your sword in quarte, reprise
with hand in quarte.
2nd Thrust a demi-blow of quarte over the arm without disengaging, I croisé your sword with
demi-circle outside the sword, reprise the hand in prime & seconde while recovering.
Against the croisé & bind of the sword upon the disengagement
1st Disengage & thrust a half-blow in quarte, I croisé your sword in quarte over the arm
2nd Disengage & thrust a half-blow of quarte over the arm; I croisé your sword in demi-circle
to the outside of the arm, & reprise hand in prime & seconde while you recover.
Chapter 3- the whipping blow
To whip the sword of his adversary, is to touch with a steady & dry blow on his weak, when
he holds it on the flat, extended with stiffness, to make it escape from his hand.
The whipping blow is again a disarm which should not be less used than the croisé & bind
of the sword; but one must pay attention, fine judgement & just perception to give it
accordingly. It overcomes more often on an extended guard with a flat blade than upon any
other.

To perform it, it must be that the body is effaced & pressed on the left thigh, the arm
flexible & the point of the sword a little higher than the ordinary guard. Example.
Whip blow upon an extended guard
1st I am in an extended guard of quarte, the blade flat, disengage to tierce, & give a dry whip
blow & quick to the strong & the cutting edge of your sword on the weak of mine. If it does
not fall, riposte quarte over the arm.
2nd I am in an extended guard of tierce; disengage to quarte & give a dry & quick whip blow
with the strong & cutting edge of your blade on the weak of mine, thus lowering the wrist
into quinte. If it does not fall, riposte quarte.
Whip blow after a straight thrust without disengaging
1st I thrust quarte on the lunge without disengaging, parry quarte, & on my retreat with
extended sword, disengage to tierce & give a whip blow: if it does not fall, riposte quarte
over the arm.
2nd I thrust quarte over the rm on the lunge without disengaging, parry tierce, & on my
retreat, sword extended, disengage to quarte & give a whip blow while lowering the wrist to
quinte: if it does not fall, riposte quarte.
3rd I thrust quarte on the lunge without disengaging; parry prime, pass the point over my
blade inside the arm, give a whip blow without disturbing the wrist from its position, while
forming a circle, & lower the wrist to quinte: if my sword does not fall riposte quarte.
4th I thrust quarte over the arm on the lunge without disengaging, parry prime, pass the
point over my blade while inside the arm, give a whip blow without disturbing the wrist
from its situation, while forming a circle & lowering the wrist to quinte: if my sword does
not fall, riposte quarte.
5th I thrust quarte on the lunge without disengaging, parry octave, raise the point while
forming a demi-circle; give a whip blow in tierce; & if my sword does not fall, thrust quarte
over the arm.
Whip blow after a disengage while thrusting
1st I disengage & thrust quarte on the lunge, parry quarte, & in my retreat, sword extended,
disengage to tierce & give a whip blow: if it does not fall, riposte quarte over the arm.
2nd I disengage & thrust quarte over the arm on the lunge, parry tierce, & in my retreat,
sword extended, disengage to quarte, & give a whip blow while lowering the wrist to quinte:
if my sword does not fall, riposte quarte.
3rd I disengage & thrust quarte on the lunge, parry prime, pass the point over my blade
inside the arm, & give a whip blow while lowering the wrist to quinte: if my blade does not
fall, riposte quarte.
4th I disengage & thrust quarte under the arm on the lunge, parry prime, & pass the point
over my blade while inside the arm & give a whip blow while lowering the wrist to quinte: if
my blade does not fall, thrust quarte over the arm.
5th I disengage & thrust quarte on the lunge, parry octave, raise the point while forming a
demi-circle, & give a whip blow: if my sword does not fall, thrust quarte over the arm.
Against a whip blow on an extended guard
To defend yourself from a whip blow, with, sir, the flexible wrist & eye fixed on my
movement. Example.

1st You are in a guard of quarte, arm extended & the blade flat; I disengage to tierce to give
you a whip blow, counter-disengage & thrust quarte
2nd You are in a guard of tierce, arm extended & blade flat; I disengage to tierce to give you
a whip blow, counter- disengage & thrust quarte over the arm.
Against a whip blow, after the blow is thrust on the lunge
1st Thrust a half-blow of quarte without engaging, I parry quarte, & in your retreat feint,
sword extended, I disengage tierce to give you a whip blow, counter disengage & thrust
quarte by a reprise of the hand
2nd Thrust a half-blow of quarte over the arm without disengaging, I parry tierce, & in your
feint retreat, sword extended, I disengage quarte for you to give a whip blow, disengage &
thrust quarte over the arm by reprise of the hand.
3rd Thrust a half-blow of quarte without disengaging; I parry prime, & in your feint retreat,
sword extended, I form demi-circle while passing over the point in quarte, for you to give a
whip blow; counter-disengage over my blade & thrust seconde inside the arm by a reprise of
the hand.
4th Thrust a half-blow in quarte over the arm without disengaging, I parry prime, & in your
feint retreat, sword extended, I form demi-circle while passing over, point in quarte, for you
give a whip blow, disengage & thrust quinte by a reprise of the hand.
5th Thrust a half-blow of quarte without disengaging, I parry octave, & in your feint retreat,
sword extended, I raise the point to tierce for you to give a whip blow, disengage & thrust
seconde by a reprise of the hand.
Against the whip blow after a disengage while thrusting
1st Disengage & thrust a half-blow from quarte inside, I parry quarte, & in your feint
retreat, sword extended, I disengage tierce for you to give a whip blow, counter-disengage &
thrust quarte by reprise of the hand.
2nd Disengage & thrust a half-blow from quarte over the arms, I parry tierce, & in your feint
retreat, sword extended, I disengage to quarte, for you to give a whip blow, counterdisengage & thrust quarte over the arm, by reprise of the hand.
3rd Disengage & thrust a half-blow of quarte, I parry prime, & in your feint retreat, sword
extended, I form demi-circle while passing over the point to quarte, for you to give the whip
blow, counter-disengage over my blade & thrust seconde outside the arm by reprise of the
hand.
4th Disengage & thrust a half-blow of quarte over the arm, I parry prime, & in your feint
retreat, sword extended, I form demi-circle while passing over the point in quarte for you to
give a whip blow, disengage & thrust low quarte by reprise of the hand.
5th Disengage & thrust a half-blow of quarte, I parry octave, & in your feint retreat, sword
extended, I raise the point of tierce for you to give a whip blow, disengage & thrust seconde
by a reprise of the hand.
Chapter 4- voltes
To volte is when one is opposite, & fully exposed with regards to one’s adversary, to avoid
the blow which he thrusts by turning towards him almost entirely to his rear by means of a
prompt half-turn to the left at the distance of the guard, & as a riposte plunging the point
into his body.
The volte can only be useful, I refer you to chapter XIII for more on this last part, when you
have to deal with a man, who has hardly any tincture of arms, bursts upon you with a

shortened arm, without appreciating the danger, or who understands well, on the contrary,
to use a cautious manner of combat with the intent to surprise or disconcert you, so asto
act more regularly against you, according to circumstance.
Demi-volte upon a blow forced in quarte over the arm
This blow succeeds against an adversary who, when thrusting, forces without pressure of
the hand; because the execution will be all but impossible against him who has speed. In
this case why would use this, when one risks without cease a double hit? Why would one
prefer it to a parry & riposte?
The demi-volte is no less risky, when the adversary gains measure while forcing the sword
outside the arm. Here is the manner to perform it.
1st Engage the sword in tierce while holding the arm bent, or withdrawn, to give me a
pathway to thrust a straight thrust. I force while thrusting there in quarte over the arm,
disengage to quarte, & make a demi-volte upon the raised foot while carrying the left behind
the right, & the point touching the right heel in a right-angle. Clench the knees, efface your
body, & be upright, the head high, arm extended & well opposed the point at the body, with
opposition of the left hand, & return to guard promptly.
Full volte upon a blow of quarte
Mark an appel in tierce while forcing on my blade; I disengage & thrust quarte without
opposition, upon the raised foot, extend the right arm, while opposing the strong at face
height, & the point at the body; pass subtly the left foot behind the right foot at a distance
of about two paces, in such a way that you can turn the back three quarters towards the
adversary, shanks well extended, body steady & well effaced, head high & turned upon the
right shoulder; & as soon as your blow is thrust, recover promptly to guard.
Full volte upon a blow of quarte over the arm
2nd Mark an appel of quarte while forcing on my blade; I disengage & thrust quarte over the
arm, disengage also to quarte upon the raised foot while volting, point at the body, &
recover to guard promptly.
I am always surprised that one has invented & adopted these blows which are perilous &
contradict the true principles of arms which only allow for a steadiness of the body over the
legs: do you ever find use for these voltes? Are you not often touched before the volte of the
body can be formed? Do we have any resource when one misses the hit? Does a vigorous
enemy not benefit from the disorder? Why this have you demonstrated these blows which
cannot be thrust sword in hand, without inevitable risk?
Question. In this case, why, sir, have you already taken the pain my seizures of the sword
which are riskier than even voltes? I would be simpler for me to let them be ignored
completely, & that it be for you to determine, so as to conform to your way of thinking.
Response. I agree, sir; but thank me to acquit my promise, & for you not to perform these
bad blows, that for you to be able to perceive the great danger to which you will be exposed
if you use these in a serious affair. I hold in the same regard passes & parries with the
hand. I sincerely desire, for the good of humanity & perfection of my art, to be today the last
to recommend the rejection of these exercises, such as the ancient & modern authors say to
do, to make a study of their principles, instead show the abuse & proscribe their entire use.
M. Liancour seems sometimes to seek a solidity of the body to maintain balance: but always
too attached to the prejudices of the times, he did not have the courage to speak to indict
the escapes, false & troublesome situations, gigantic postures & pirouettes by which one
performs the seizures of the sword, voltes & passes, & where the forces divided by such
attitudes against nature, are found too exhausted, of the sort that the blow does not depart,

neither with such force & intent, nor with the same speed, as in the regular positions,
which give facility to the retreat, avoiding an abandoning of the body.
Chapter 5- passes
To pass, is by the irregular movement of the left foot, to carry in front of the right at the
same a distance as the guard, to thrust at his adversary.
Passes show again a more certain danger than voltes, because they, when the enemy
disengages, give a blow that is so violent, as proved in the Academies, that foils break into
many pieces. Who can thus have the temerity to use for themselves the sword in hand?
Those who see the small amount of steadiness they give, while exposing one to fall from
each blow united in place, & it is more certain upon unequal terrain; the clear dangers are
being touched if the adversary thrusts as one performs a pass, the difficulty of making a
prompt & sure retreat, the necessity of seizing the sword on each blow, the risk of being
seized oneself when one goes for a seizure, the same risk of being surprised if one wants to
volte, or have taken one over the top while slipping the left foot; then the constraint where
one has to execute the pass to abandon oneself upon him while disordered & without hope,
extended for the least reason possible. Here the idea that I give you, sir, of passes in
general; you will have convinced yourself of their poor use under arms, as false & hindering
positions which I shall have you take to perform. Example.
Pass of quarte over the arm
1st I engage the sword in tierce while stepping, arm bent, point high & body forward, thrust
quarte over the arm with raised foot, while passing the left foot forward by two paces, as in
the guard, left knee a little bent, the right stiff & well extended, & placed over the point, the
left leg taking all the weight of the body, left arm in a transverse line, & the hand departing
first. Recover to guard in the first position.
Pass of quarte in the arm
2nd I engage the sword in quarte while stepping, arm bent & point high, body forward,
thrust quarte, while passing the left foot in front by about two paces, the left knee a little
bent, the right stiff & well extended, & placed over the point, left leg taking all the body
weight, hips raised, left arm in a transverse line, & the hand departing first. Recover to
guard in the first position.
Pass while disengaging quarte over the arms
3rd I am engaged in quarte, make a dry beat to deviate my point; I go for a parry while
forcing, disengage finely, & thrust quarte over the arm, while passing the left foot forward,
&c. On guard.
Pass while disengaging quarte in the arm
4th I am engaged in tierce, make a dry beat in tierce to deviate my sword; I go for the parry
while forcing, disengage finely, & thrust quarte while passing the left foot forward, &c. On
guard.
Pass while disengaging to quinte
5th I am engaged in quarte, make a dry beat of quarte to deviate my blade, I go for the parry
while forcing, disengage finely, & thrust quinte, while passing the left foot forward, &c. On
guard.
Pass while disengaging to seconde.

6th I am engaged in tierce, make a dry beat of tierce to distance my sword; I go for the parry
while raising my wrist, & while forcing, disengage & thrust seconde, while passing the left
foot forward, &c. On guard.
Pass after a feint in tierce
7th I am engaged in quarte, make a feint of tierce & thrust quarte, while passing the left leg
forward, &c. On guard.
Pass after a feint of quarte
8th I am engaged in tierce, mark a feint of quarte, & thrust quarte over the arm, while
passing the left foot forward, &c. On guard.
Pass after a feint of tierce
9th I am engaged in quarte, mark feint in tierce, thrust seconde, while passing the left foot
forward, &c. On guard
Pass after a feint of seconde
10th I am engaged in tierce, marl a feint of seconde & thrust quarte over the arm, while
passing the left foot forward, &c. On guard.
I shall let you reckon, sir, all the blows on the pass, but if I parry them, the sole resource
which remains for you is to go for a seizure of my sword; which is extreme as it exposes you
to new dangers.
Seizing the sword after a pass of quarte over the arm.
1st Pass in quarte over the arm; I parry tierce, quickly seize my guard while presenting at
me the point to the body while passing the right foot in front of the left, & while placing
both heels on the same line, the right knee flexible, & the left extended for more steadiness.
Seizure of the sword after a pass of quarte
2nd Pass of quarte, I parry quarte, seize quickly my guard, while passing the right foot in
front of the left, & while placing both heels on the same line, the right knee flexible & the
left extended, while presenting the point at me to the body.
Seizure of the sword after the pass of seconde.
3rd Pass of seconde, I parry prime, seize quickly my guard while passing the right foot in
front of the left, while placing both heels on the same line, the right knee flexible & the left
extended while presenting at me the point to the body.
Chapter 6- parries with the hand
To parry with the hand, is to deviate the point of the sword of his enemy with the left hand,
either to one side, or the other, either high or low. These parries are only an imitation of
those of the dagger, which was used of old to riposte the right hand with the sword.
It is again a desire, sir, for honour of arms & conservation of life, that the parry of the hand
was never invented. It is dangerous, as often seen that the hand is pinned to the body with
a sword blow. It is therefore contrary to the progress of arms that those fencers too
accustomed to using these neglect the true parries of the sword, which are more preferable,
as they distance the blows of the adversary at their beginnings, & are more certain.
The greater part of those who have adopted the parry with the hand try to confound with an
opposition of the left hand, thus the difference between them is obvious. Those who make to
throw after having parried a sword thrust avoid a double hit. The parry of the hand on the
contrary performs this without the safety of the sword. Those who use this bad parry,

instead of raising the arm & left hand to eye-height to aid them in effacing the body, & to
serve as a counter-balance on the extension to help them recover with speed, have a
dangerous method of placing their left hand in front near the stomach, with the intent to
turn the point, to be able to riposte with the right hand: but due to this irregular movement
they turn the axis of the left shoulder to the right & this, necessarily, makes them present
the body to being exposed; this parry soon becomes fatal with regards to an adversary who
has experience, judgement & speed.
M. Liancour asserts that parries with the hand were again used in his time, & that they are
very strong, that he could have made a very large book to consider each separately. One has
unfortunately conserved the two principles of which he speaks. The first parry by lowering
the arm & the hand. The seconde, by raising the arm & following the point of the sword
over the head with the open hand, the nails on top. Those who parry in this way take a
guard of quinte, wrist very low & turned to demi-tierce, sword straight & outside the thigh.
In this situation they give a large path with the intent to thrust along it, to parry with the
left hand & riposte; but it is easy to deceive this with appels & half-blows. Example.
Parry with the hand while lowering it
1st Mark a half-blow in quarte quickly; I parry with the hand, disengage around my arm, &
thrust quarte by reprising the hand, while opposing the left hand
2nd Mark an appel with fixed foot, then a slight feint & thrust a half-blow, I parry with the
hand, disengage around my arm, & thrust quarte in reprise of the hand with opposition of
the left hand.
Parry of the hand while raising it.
I take the guard in which to parry while raising the arm & hand.
1st Mark a half-blow of quarte quickly; I parry with the hand while throwing the point high,
disengage around my arm & thrust quinte in reprise with opposition of the left hand.
2nd Mark an appel with fixed foot, then a slight feint, & thrust a half-blow, I parry with the
hand, disengage around my arm & thrust low quarte, in reprise with opposition of the left
hand.
If I rush forward, do no thrust into my time; there will be too much risk; retreat some
distance, while making always appels, feints & half-blows.
Chapter 7- reprise with the hand
To retake with the hand is not, as some intend, to recommence a blow that one has missed,
nor to complete that which one has thrust short: it is on the contrary to thrust on the
lunge; & in the instant that the adversary parries, that the swords are found with strong
against strong, to derobe the point with a small movement of the wrist, & plunge it at the
body, then one returns to guard, which one executes in a single time, although there are
different movements bound in this action.
This blow, which is only possible with a superior speed, is a species of time hit, however
more certain, than such who parries without riposting, and can barely be avoided.
Example.
Reprise of the hand upon a retreat
1st Thrust quarte over the arm on the lunge, I parry demi-circle without riposting; make a
reprise of the hand by derobing the blow of seconde on your retreat.

2nd Thrust quarte on the lunge, I parry quarte weakly without riposting; make a reprise in
your retreat, by derobing the blow in quarte with opposition of your strong more than in
ordinary quarte.
3rd Thrust tierce on the lunge, I parry tierce weakly without riposting, make a reprise, by
derobing in your retreat a blow of quarte over the arm.
4th Thrust quarte on the lunge, I parry quarte weakly, wrist high without riposting; make a
reprise with a blow of Quinte while you return to guard.
5th Thrust quarte over the arm on the lunge, I parry weakly with quarte over the arm
without riposting; make a reprise in your retreat of quarte-coupée outside the arm.
6th Thrust quarte on the lunge, I parry quarte weakly without riposting; make a reprise of
prime while returning to guard.
7th Thrust quarte over the arm on the lunge, I parry prime without riposting; make a reprise
of seconde in your retreat.
8th Thrust quarte on the lunge, I parry octave without riposting, make in your retreat a
reprise of quarte.
Reprise upon a disengagement.
1st Thrust a half-blow in quarte, & withdraw a little the body, by feigning that you are
recovering, by retiring a little the body; I disengage to thrust tierce, make a reprise of quarte
over the arm.
2nd Thrust a half-blow of quarte over the arm, & feign that you are recovering, by retiring a
little the body; I disengage to thrust quarte, make a reprise of quarte.
3rd Thrust a half-blow in seconde & feign that you are recovering by retiring a little; I do not
riposte, make a reprise in quarte.
Reprise of the hand upon a marked feint
1st Thrust a demi-blow in quarte over the arm, I parry tierce; feign that you are recovering,
upon your retreat I mark a feint of quarte to thrust quarte over the arm, make a reprise in
quarte.
2nd Thrust a half-blow of quarte, I parry quarte; feign that you recover, upon your retreat I
mark a feint of tierce to thrust quarte, make a reprise of quarte over the arm.
3rd Thrust a demi-blow of quarte over the arm, I parry tierce; feign that you are recovering,
upon your retreat I mark feint of seconde to thrust tierce, make a reprise of quarte over the
arm.
4th Thrust a half-blow of quarte, I parry quarte, feign that you are recovering, upon your
retreat I mark a feint of tierce to thrust seconde; make a reprise of seconde.
Reprise of the hand upon a cut over the point
1st Thrust a half-blow in quarte, I parry quarte; feign that you are recovering, upon your
retreat I cut over the point to thrust quarte over the arm; make a reprise of quarte.
2nd Thrust a half-blow of quarte, I parry quarte; feign that you recover, upon your retreat I
cut over the point to thrust quarte over the arm; make a reprise of low quarte.
3rd Thrust a half-blow of quarte over the arm, I parry tierce; feign that you are recovering,
upon your retreat I cut over the point to thrust quarte; make a reprise of seconde.

All these well-prepared reprises of the hand are a sort of time hit, that one can make them
without running, so to say, into any danger.
I would have you always observe that there are folk who thrust with the appearance of the
lunge & who make a reprise while returning to guard, thus, to avoid a double hit, that it
comes about that one is strong especially when one ripostes upon the first time, one must
form two parries before the riposte, one for the blow thrust almost on the lunge, the other
for that of the reprise. Example.
Double parry of the reprise upon a blow thrust almost on the lunge.
1st I thrust at you in quarte almost on the lunge, & make a reprise of quinte, while I return
to guard, parry quarte & octave without quitting the blade, & riposte at the exposed spot in
quarte-coupé outside the arm.
2nd I thrust quarte over the arm almost on the lunge, & make a reprise in seconde, while I
recover, parry demi-circle & seconde, & riposte according to the pathway which it presents
in quarte, if you have parried demi-circle, & seconde or quarte over the arm, if you have
parried seconde.
3rd I thrust quarte almost on the lunge, & make a reprise n prime while recovering, parry
quarte & quinte, & riposte quarte
4th I thrust quarte over the arm, almost on the lunge, & make a reprise of quarte-coupé
outside the arm while I recover, parry tierce & demi-circle, & riposte quarte.
Question. I have seen, Sir, in books on arms, nothing, or at least very little, touching on the
matter of engagements, simple disengagements, forced disengagements, appels, simple &
double attacks & beats, marked times, capturing of the sword, coulees &c. of which you
have already made me perform a great number of blows; are the authors of these tracts
thus ignorant of the greater part of their Art?
Response. One must well believe, Sir, that instead of entering into details of that which is
also essential, they concern themselves too much with vague subjects, such as the
espadon, foreign guards, voltes & passes. How much indeed have they considered these
more delicate parts?
Girard, to speak of one, taking after Liancour, only has the most defective matters, to which
he has added several absurdities to his own source, & he has abandoned that which merits
being collated & divided into methodical order. Those who have written after them, instead
of repeating his errors, only serve to give them credibility by putting them into today’s
novelty. However, the danger, to which they expose humanity by this hazardous defence
based on false principles, is from recording these opinions & experiences. Girard, for this
reason deserves to be criticised, believably, as he seems to demand a pardon at the start of
his book, in the advertisement, since he blames no one: that one must pardon him loosely
for not having, before proposing his gross errors of rules to follow, consulted any of the
Masters of the Company, does this give him privilege? No, without doubt; he has made a
great scruple, as well as those who copy him, to commit a mediocre fault in an art which
has as its aim the conservation of life. A severe & judicious critic, who only attacks the
works, & of which I place myself at the summit, is thus useful to reform these dangerous
abuses, since it is this alone which forms the policy on the arts & sciences; & if it becomes
sometimes indispensable, it is, I think, Sir, in the present moment where it comes to be
discussed, to deepen & to demonstrate the certainty of the principles of the art of arms.
Chapter 8- underneath
To take underneath, that is to say to riposte with thrusts in seconde on the greatest lunge
& the lowest inclination of the body & at the head of the adversary, upon those who thrust,
either in measure or too far in measure, having their wrist strongly raised.

These Underneaths are again time hits of another sort from those previous; but there will
be the temerity for you to have them ready to serve you in the hand; these are only used in
Academies to acquire a great suppleness of the hips & other body parts.
These blows which have been strongly performed for forty years, are all but forgotten in the
present. Although they are difficult to take up, M. Lebrun, former Master of Paris, had them
well in hand, even though he was in his seventies, and he thrust several with success
during a reception.
In addition, since it is my undertaking to not let you ignore any blows under arms that I
know, so that you can use them; no less to know how to avoid them, I have again made up
exercises for them.
They are thrust in two manners, & always in seconde.
The first in the extension of the right foot more than the ordinary seconde.
The seconde by extending the body & withdrawing the left foot when the adversary thrusts
too close in measure. Example.
Underneath taking upon a time
1st I thrust at you in quarte on the lunge, the wrist very high, take the underneath by
thrusting seconde at the same time, lunge further than in ordinary seconde, the body as
low as you can possibly go, head under the shoulder & covered by your strong, the left foot
nevertheless steady on the ground, & the shank well extended.
2nd I thrust quarte over the arm on the lunge; take the underneath in seconde at the same
time as I thrust.
Underneath taken on a feint.
1st I mark at you a feint of tierce & thrust quarte, take the underneath in seconde at the
same time as I thrust.
2nd I mark at you a feint in seconde & thrust tierce, take the underneath in seconde at the
same time.
Underneath taken upon a cut over the point
1st I cut over the point & thrust quarte; take the underneath in seconde at the same time
Underneath taken upon a feint-cut over the point
1st I mark a feint-cut over the point in tierce, & cut over & thrust quarte, take the
underneath in seconde at the same time.
2nd I mark at you a feint- cut over the point in quarte, I cut over & thrust quarte over the
arm, take the underneath in seconde at the same time.
Underneath taken upon a blow thrust too close in measure.
1st I thrust you in quarte too close, take the underneath in seconde, by making a slip of the
left foot to the rear at the same time I thrust.
2nd I thrust at you in tierce, having entered in too close, take the underneath in seconde,
while making a slip of the left foot to the rear at the same time I thrust.
To take these time hits with precision, one must not become entangled upon the feints.

Question. When you see me as sufficiently instructed, sir, would you deign to give me
lessons in silence, following the example of some masters who consider this method quicker
for becoming advanced?
Response. No, sir, on the contrary I would retard your progress, slow down your vivacity
and would not increase your judgement.
When one thrusts at the wall, when one parries all feints, when one assaults are you not
practicing the lessons you have received, but in silence? For what purpose would there be
for me to thrust at you thus? Could I remark on all your faults without talking? Would you
learn to dance more quickly from a silent teacher, or would you dance without better
without a violin? Some attention that you bring to take in all my documents, does it not
reflect on me again an infinity of observations for you to make, a thousand choices for you
to say, or for you to repeat? Of what you were instructed, if, so as to not be too tired, I
content myself only to mark you through routine, or by uniformity of the different
movements that you have learned to distinguish from all my lesson? Everyone has his
method, or better wants him to do in particular that which he thinks the best: but to be a
mime artist will never become mine, at least until I have to teach a man who is deaf &
dumb, or I have the misfortune to become such myself.
Chapter 9- uncertain times
Time is the duration of an action, or the sword, or the foot or all three together. It is
impossible, sir, to make any action, no matter how brief, that is does not comprise a time.
For example, to disengage, parry, advance, retreat it must be that each one takes a time: or
to take time under arms, is to take by default the action of your adversary; or to explain
myself better, it is to profit from the short instant where you see him go to quit your sword
to then thrust at the exposed area that he uncovers.
Nothing is less reasonable to determine than time hits. They make up the true part of the
Academic game, but they have not one of the qualities which the puissant can consider as
advantageous blows. Indeed, it is only by chance that a fencer makes it his goal to perform
them according to his intent, which is to touch & not be touched. If speed renders them
sometimes possible, there are also one thousand times where the precipitation or the lack
of judgement makes them miss. The great application that one places in a seizure
preoccupies them & the too great obsession with touching causes them to neglect the parry
& riposte (part of the greatest necessity under arms to speed triumph) one will only thrust
blows at the same time, such as are called “double hits”, of the sort that, one believes
oneself obliged, as a last resort, to try a disarm, which he, as I have said, sir, exposes you to
many dangers. It is this great difficulty to take these times correctly, which makes
astonished spectators say when you have hit “Ah, beautiful hit!”
And it is for all these reasons of uncertainty that I call them “Uncertain times”.
I will not deny, however, absolutely, those who, with a pressure of the hand, are observed to
act only with over-large actions, upon a withdrawn arm & large exposure of the body only
use them sometimes, I refute with my own experience; but if there is great facility & less
risk to take them upon a raised foot, waiting for your adversary to step & thrust all at once.
Unfortunately, this, I must advise, sir, to never risk taking a time hit with sword in hand,
especially with regards to a man with vivacity, experience & skill, because instead of
surprising him you yourself will be surprised. It is on your prudence to only seek simple
parries & those counters, double counters, circle & demi-circle which give certain ripostes.
To perform these uncertain times, sir, apply yourself well on the left thigh, & your right
knee such that the arm is flexible; pay attention to all the movements that I make, &
prepare yourself to seize them quickly at once as I quit the blade, or foot, or stepping.

Example.
Uncertain time on a fixed foot
1st I mark an appel of quarte, as soon as I join your sword, thrust quarte while opposing the
strong of your blade.
2nd I mark an appel of tierce; as I join your sword, thrust quarte over the arm.
Again, while stepping.
Uncertain time while disengaging upon an appel
1st I mark an appel in tierce while forcing on your sword, do not suffer it being joined;
disengage & thrust quarte.
2nd I mark an appel of quarte, while forcing on your sword, do not suffer it being joined,
disengage & thrust quarte.
3rd I mark an appel in tierce by forcing your blade, do not suffer it being joined; disengage &
thrust seconde.
Again, while stepping, & the same thing while disengaging a double appel.
Uncertain time upon a simple feint
1st I mark a feint in tierce to thrust quarte, thrust quarte over the arm on the first time
2nd I mark feint of quarte to thrust tierce, thrust quarte on the first time
3rd I mark a feint of seconde to thrust tierce, thrust quarte over the arm on the first time
4th I mark a feint in tierce to thrust seconde, thrust seconde on the first time
Again, on the double feint.
Uncertain time on a double attack
1st I mark double attack in quarte. Thrust quarte into the double attack
2nd I mark a double attack in tierce, thrust quarte over the arm into the double attack
Again, while stepping
Uncertain time upon a beat of the sword
1st I make a beat on the sword in quarte, do not suffer me joining your blade, disengage &
thrust quarte over the arm
2nd I make a beat of the sword in tierce, do not suffer me to join your blade; disengage &
thrust quarte
Again, while stepping, & the same blows upon a double beat
Uncertain times upon an appel-cutover
1st I make an appel-cutover in quarte; thrust quarte upon the appel-cutover, the strong well
opposed
2nd I make an appel-cutover in tierce, thrust quarte over the arm upon the appel-cutover,
the strong well opposed.
Again, while stepping, & the same thing upon a double appel-cutover
Uncertain time against a feint-cutover

1st I mark a feint-cutover in tierce to cutover & thrust quarte upon the feint-cutover, thrust
quarte over the arm
2nd I mark feint-cutover in quarte to thrust & cutover quarte over the arm, upon the feintcutover, thrust quarte.
Again, upon a double feint-cutover with fixed foot, and stepping.
Uncertain time against a coulé
1st I coulé in quarte by sliding on your blade, disengage & thrust quarte over the arm
2nd I coulé in tierce by sliding on your blade, disengage & thrust quarte
3rd I coulé in quarte by sliding on your blade, disengage & thrust quinte
4th I coulé in quarte over the arm on your blade, disengage & thrust seconde
Again, while stepping
Chapter 10- certain times
To take a certain time is to, at the instant that the adversary lunges, thrust also at the
same time upon him with another blow, which inevitably parries his while also touching
him.
By this definition you will feel, sir, that, although the combatants are thrusting at one
another in the same action, it will not come about that there is a double hit; they have
directly adjusted, are blow for blow touches against the intent of the combatant’s mistake to
be somewhat observed so as to not meet at the same time, nor to have marked the
opposition departed & other; but in the execution of certain times, your adversary will find
himself touched, because the blow that you thrust on the lunge has parried in the same
time that, by the certain opposition formed by the wrist, you have plunged the point at him.
These certain times, simple in appearance, are assuredly most difficult in the deed of arms,
but also the most beautiful: one knows to judge well, & take them with precision, is to have
acquired the highest science of the art.
At their first perception some amateurs have doubts, without doubt, as they think that
everything is unparriable; but the experience that they will develop will convince them
however more surely than their curiosity & their judgement will serve them to conceive that
there is a chance of possibility.
However the point of these blows is to have all the grace of a novelty, not to bring about
several others through over-complication; these are simple times, given from reasoned
theory of masters of Paris who have found the probability through practice; also their teach
to those of their pupils who they prepare in a state of having grasped them with justice; &
many able amateurs recall themselves easily to have performed several, without being full
of understanding, nor of seeking the cause of their certainty.
Unfortunately, after this, we will move on again with the London Author, for whom there is
no possible blow which does not have a parry & and the parry its riposte, a stronger
experience than all reasoning will go to convince you, Sir, that one only parries absolutely
the blows brought about in the chapter, no less do I present my reflections by which they
can be shown the means to avoid them.
After learning these, of which you are sure, Sir, so as to be able to overcome without
running in to danger; such that all athletes will be assured that they can be touched at
once, whether you thrust quarte, tierce on the lunge, & you have on your side the proof that
their blows while not reach you no matter how fast they can thrust, the most celebrated
fencers of whom ignore the Certain Times, cannot thus prevail, nor their skill, nor their

speed. They won’t dare, understanding your decided superiority, to risk thrusting a sword
against you: & finally one will agree that finesse & certainty of arms is not to thrust on all
the actions, as one does today, but to decide promptly on the blow which one must thrust,
to take time without les primer, & to touch with certainty without being able to be touched.
One will object to me, perhaps, that in teaching the Certain Times, is to return to the old
error of the vulgar touch of the Secret Thrust; but connoisseurs know that the science of
arms is the sole & true Secret Thrust against ignorance, thinking that it is not to apply
illusion, nor prejudice, no to hold secrets in Public of time hits given when one wants to
hide without reason certainty, then each can equally have understanding.
Now, to take time with certainty, apply yourself firmly on the left thigh, such that your right
knee is very flexible to depart with the most speed; & at the instant that you sense
decisively to slide my sword along yours, either in quarte, or in tierce, you will mark quickly
the opposition that I have spoken of to you, & which meets these bottes, & you will thrust
on the same movement that mine extends upon you, then we will come to an exchange of
thrusts: with the difference that those who do these involuntarily, & that the Certain Time
on the contrary must be judged & decided in the blink of an eye at the instant that one
thrusts at you on the lunge, those who notice the movement of the enemy is who is often
more great in his preparation & his departure, who will not be caught up in a demi-blow.
Example
Certain times taken upon a blow thrust on the lunge
1st I thrust at you in quarte on the lunge by gliding along your blade; lower the point to
octave, thrust at the same time to the flanks a quarte coupé inside the arm underneath my
arm.
2nd I thrust at you in tierce on the lunge by sliding along your blade; thrust tierce at the
same time, while opposing well the cutting edge & the strong of your sword on the weak of
mine while plunging the point.
A weak wrist opposed by a strong one, taking this blow is more difficult, but the time will
always be more unstoppable if it is taken with a strong wrist.
3rd I thrust at you in flanconade on the lunge, turn the wrist to seconde, & thrust direct &
at the same time in seconde.
Certain times on the disengagement
1st I disengage & thrust quarte on the lunge, lower the point to octave upon my
disengagement, thrust quarte- coupée outside the arm blow for blow.
2nd I disengage & thrust tierce on the lunge, thrust tierce at the same time, while plunging
the point with opposition of the cutting edge & the strong of your sword on the weak of
mine
3rd I disengage & thrust seconde on the lunge, lower the point to octave & thrust at the
same time a quarte coupé outside the arm.
4th I disengage & thrust low quarte on the lunge, lower the point to second, & at the same
time thrust seconde.
Certain times upon a feint
1st I mark a feint of tierce & thrust quarte on the lounge, lower the point to octave & thrust
quickly quarte-coupée outside the arm, blow for blow at the same time.
2nd I mark a feint of quarte, & thrust tierce on the lunge, thrust tierce at the same time
while plunging the point with opposition, &c.

3rd I mark a feint of quarte, & thrust low quarte on the lunge, lower the point to seconde, &
thrust seconde blow for blow.
However, on the double feint.
Certain times upon a counter-disengage
1st Disengage to tierce, I counter-disengage & thrust quarte on the lunge; lower the point to
octave & thrust quarte-coupée outside the arm at the same time.
2nd Disengage to quarte, I counter-disengage & thrust tierce on the lunge; thrust tierce at
the same time, while plunging the point with opposition of the strong on the weak.
Certain times on the double-mark
1st If you go to parry counter-disengagement of quarte, I counter-disengage & mark time of
quarte, & thrust tierce on the lunge; thrust tierce at the same time by plunging the point
2nd If you go for a parry of counter-disengage of tierce, I counter-disengage & mark tierce to
thrust to thrust quarte on the lunge; lower the point to octave, thrust quarte-coupée
outside the arm, blow for blow.
Certain time upon disengages after a cut over the point
1st I cutover the point in quarte & disengage while thrusting tierce on the lunge, thrust at
the same time in tierce with opposition &c.
2nd I cutover the point in tierce, & disengage by thrusting seconde on the lunge, lower at the
same time the point to octave, & thrust quarte-coupée outside the arm.
3rd I cutover the point in tierce & disengage by thrusting quarte- coupée outside the arm,
lower the point to octave & thrust at the same time quarte- coupée outside the arm.
4th I cut over the point in quarte, & disengage by thrusting quinte on the lunge, lower the
point to seconde, & thrust seconde at the same time.
The same thing for the cutover, against disengages, upon the same counter-disengage &
mark, upon a cutover marking a feint, & feint-cutover.
Although one could with rigour contest that the three items following are not truly blows in
the same time, by the opposition that they use while forcing, nevertheless I put them in the
preceding number, waiting that the action is done briefly, such that it is difficult to
perceive. Example.
Certain times upon opposition
1st I thrust at you with quarte over the arm on the lunge, by forcing on your blade, lower
the point to octave while thrusting quarte-coupée outside the arm upon my time; but that
your wrist is found precisely over mine to wrist it by its opposition. This bow is the most
difficult.
2nd I thrust at you in quarte over the arm on the lunge by forcing your blade, oppose the
cutting edge outside with a simple movement of the strong in quarte & plunge quarte.
3rd I thrust at you in quarte over the arm on the lunge by forcing on your sword, oppose
subtly your wrist in prime, & thrust prime with opposition of the left hand.
You can, Sir, practice more to take these blows in seconde instead of octave, by choosing
the movement which you will have more in hand; but that of seconde is longer.
To take well these certain times, one must understand entirely weapons, which can only be
acquired by a long period of lessons & practice without interruption, steady & correct

perception, a press of the hand & especially fine judgement & a proportion of measure
which is only given through practice.
Question. Do you not allege, Sir, that the certain times, taken at the same time upon blows
thrust on the lunge, are, if not impossible, at least dubious in their execution, as one
cannot foresee them, nor the intent, nor the movements of the enemy, because he does not
call out the blow that he proposes to thrust, & that he acts according to circumstance of the
engagement & the opening which presents itself?
Response: A good fencer always makes to read the game of his enemy: the lessons that he
received from a good master, joined with long experience, open his judgement & make him
perceive their intent while hiding his own; to distinguish movements, take advantage,
foresee all the blows. If thus he acquires through practice the execution of certain times, he
will fence will all the success that he can desire.
It is in addition to observe that it is only indispensable to perform the blows for blow, as
when the adversary thrusts on the lunge, otherwise we have not been redoubtable of those
who do not dare to thrust in measure; & time hits taken out of measure, are only lost blows
which one cannot compare other than with simple attacks, or as appels, don’t be surprised,
when familiarity with arms has learned to join temperance with vivacity.
It is the same to arrive at this aim, Sir, that I have made you thrust & parry all the feints at
the end of a of a double game, & I see with satisfaction that by this exercise you have
learned to understand, judge & parry all attacks, feints, double-feints that it is possible for
you to mark, & that you prove again the possibility of certain times by the facility &
correctness with which you perform them.
Chapter 11- of measure
Measure, to be in measure with his enemy, is to find oneself at the range to be able to touch
with a lunging thrust. Consequently, to thrust an attack the same, it is to thrust with a
fixed foot.
To enter measure, whether one advances on him with small steps, one approaches him
somewhat for him to deliver a blow or for him to receive one.
Small steps must be no more than about the length of a foot.
One leaves measure, when one withdraws somewhat, so as to not be able to be hit with a
thrust on the lunge.
One trumps the enemy to win measure upon him, by making subtle & successive advances,
1st the left heel, 2nd the toe, 3rd the right foot in a direct line.
One trumps the same to break measure by retreating, 1 st the left toe, 2nd the heel, 3rd the
right foot.
One breaks equally in half-measure, by making again to leave fully the left toe first to the
outside, & by placing immediately the heel into the ordinary guard.
One derobes also the strong subtly with quarte & demi-quarte in the assault, or in exercises
of circular parries & all feints.
One breaks measure again for two reasons. The first, when one is not sure of his parry: the
2nd to reach the enemy, when one is sure to parry.
One breaks thus measure upon certain blows with a slip of the left foot at the same time
that the enemy advances too much, thrust on the lunge, as I have said in the chapter on
Underneath.

Here are all the methods to break measure, independent of the three others which I spoke
of in the chapter on Retreat.
Correct measure to thrust with a fixed foot (supposing swords or foils of equal length), is
found, when the weak engages three fingers from the guard on the strong of the blade of the
enemy.
The same rule serves to make known if one is out of measure, when without advancing the
arm, the point of the sword does not approach near the guard of the enemy.
In some occasions that one sees, one must never enter measure without being ready to
parry.
When one is in measure one must pay great attention to the movements of the enemy,
principally to those of the wrist, to be precise in the parry.
The method of yore was to thrust from strong to weak, but experience has proven since that
it is more advantageous to thrust from weak to strong.
When the enemy is out of measure, there is no point in responding to his movements.
It is in assaults & combats where one learns that what a prize it is to understand measure
& the science of the retreat, or to trump, to avoid the blows of the enemy, or to examine his
movements and profit from the faults he makes while stepping.
It is my experience that if the parry is not prompt nor precise, when one is short of
measure; & it is certain that the enemy thrusts with speed, always gain some inches of
measure undetected, especially in ripostes after circular parries; it is why one must pay
great attention to him to derobe this superiority, while sliding slightly the left foot up a pace
with quarte or demi-quarte.
One can judge from this the true understanding of measure is one of the principal
foundations of arms, & the fruit of a long experience. To know thus to enter measure, or to
leave as required, it to have already a very great advantage over his adversary. In the first
case, one becomes especially master of his sword, & in the second, one renders useless his
attacks & all his feints.
Chapter 12- the principal faculties under arms
There are, sir, independent of the understanding of measure, five principal faculties under
arms, which are sentiment of the sword, perception, judgement, speed & precision. Each
depends particularly on the nature of the art. The others more essentially of art & practice,
but all closely bound guide to the last degree of perfection.
The first serves to understand by the connection of the swords the position one finds
oneself in with regards to the enemy.
The second to distinguish promptly his plans
The third to subtly determine, after your offensive operations, the defences with which we
should oppose him.
The fourth to perform with the greatest speed to orders of our judgement.
The fifth to end with correctness & precision in all parts of the execution. Taking each of
these divisions in the order of their dependence.
The sentiment of the sword draws its principle from a game both sensible and insensible.
The sensible game is what is done with firm foot rather than stepping, when the swords
touch. The insensible game is that which is marked out of measure, out of fear of being
surprised. With a delicate sentiment of the sword we are assured of the position of where we

are; it allows us to distinguish, without recourse to our eyes, if, by the connection of our
sword to that of the enemy, we are engaged somewhat inside or outside the arm. This
sensibility of a light touch, of a simple engagement, a croisé, or a coulé of the sword we
avoid again when the enemy disengages, when we release a botte, or we make other
attacks. But so that the sentiment of the sword is delicate, it must be that one pushes to
perceive if the enemy forces on our sword, if he quits it, or if he coulés against us it is not
more to have a delicate sentiment, than to be obliged to press strongly on his sword to
assure the connection, it is on the contrary to have an almost imperceptible hand, that the
force of a disengage, or to drop the point when tiring his arm & this insensibility is a great
fault, coming, typically, from a bad habit to hold continually his sword too tightly in the
hand, instead of only gripping it at the moment of action.
In an instant which is more subtle than clear, perception can distinguish all the plans &
blows that the enemy wants to deliver at us, & in these actions of their execution, that give
upon him an opening where he is exposed to be prevented by an attack on our part. To be
able to benefit from this opening, one must 1 st that perception is quick, correct & precise
2nd that in the same time judgment decides the point where one must touch him; 3rd that
the hand is certain for performing the orders of judgment, 4th that speed assures triumph.
Already you can judge, Sir, what advantage is under arms to have vivacity of perception.
But from where, you may ask me, does this quick perspicacity proceed? Of nature, which is
the first cause, & the great practice of arms, which is the second cause. That perception is
not correct, that deliberations of judgement which must also be more prompt than his or be
badly taken, it comes about, where that you will lack to depart immediately as one can, or
that you depart before the convenient time to touch the enemy, because all is poorly judged
becomes more harmful than useful.
However, although it precedes all the actions, it only serves when it is the second of three
faculties which follow, for example:
Judgment, this internal sentiment of the blade, this ray of light by which we can discern if
we should be favourable, or contrary, & which renders us capable of reflection, is a divine
emanation given to everyone, but in inequal portion. Its source is in the arrangement &
disposition of our organs. The practice of its use is encountered in the frequent executions
of our functions. But with regard to arms, judgement has two parts for development,
speculation & experience: learning gives one & practice the other.
In speculation judgement make to embrace perception of the causes & the effects of all
parts.
In experience it serves, primarily, to discover by the movements of our enemy the intents
that they want to perform against us, & to go before them; secondly it indicates to us on the
field the enterprises that we can make against him, that is to say, that immediately that one
is forewarned by perception, it distinguishes when the enemy is disposed more to attack
than defence, & when, according to the opportunity that present, it agrees of the attack
himself, or to defend oneself from attacks.
Judgment doesn’t rule willingness without presiding over its operations. If it ordains often
action with vivacity, often also it tempers; it mixes our fire without putting it out. Since a
preoccupied man can do nothing well, the same judgement cannot be healthy if he is not
free & wholly devoted to the subject on which he meditates. Understanding of rules, even
the most developed, can only serve to supplement his faults, & it is to him alone to
apportion discernment & reason. Thus, it is him who decides our actions, who directs
them, which characterises them according more or less to sharpness & perfection.
Conceive from this his power, then he is a blade under arms.
Another side is when judgement commands he wants to be subject to speed. To whom do
we give this? Nature in part. A solid constitution and a correct conformation of the limbs

produces some communion of vigour & suppleness: frequent exercise of the principles of
the art of arms completes to decide the speed of that on which depends all success. But one
must distinguish speed from precipitation. The first performed with prudence the order of
judgement; the second on the contrary departs without its command, or before it intends.
One goes towards the aim, the other is almost always too far away, such that you could
remark in the execution of uncertain times. It is thus a great fault to lack speed, since,
without it, perception becomes useless, judgement loses its prize, & opportunity to succeed
escapes at the time that one performs much slower than judgment dictates. Must there be
advantage to convince oneself how to use under arms the great flexibility of the limbs &
extreme speed?
All the while you do not imagine, Sir, that speed suffices again for perfection; it needs to be
seconded, & it would be little without the surety of hand which gives precision. Where does
this latter advantage come from?
Practice alone. It is he who adjusts the hand to deliver with correctness to the exposed spot
the blow ordained by judgement.
It is this which we make acquire this habit that one names second nature. Indeed, if you
abandon for a long time the exercise of arms, your movements will become stiff & your
hand disordered, because speed cannot be performed without effort, and will give such
shortening, stiffness & bruising of the muscles, that almost all your blows will be useless,
or also poorly directed as if your judgement & your will have had no part.
I bear here my reflections on these five faculties. If you feel as I do they are all useful, you
will agree that without them one will always be far from perfection, even though one has
received for a long time strong and good principles; but with them one is sure to overcome.
Chapter 13- left handers
There are a number of people who, accustomed from infancy to use the left hand over the
right, have acquired insensibly an aptitude & facility, because nature willingly shows his
propensity for the side on which one solicits his forces & operations. These will become Lefthanders.
It is, sir, an error to think that left-handers have the advantage under arms over right
handers. There are no more blows nor parries for one than the other. I alone remark that
left handers cannot easily take a certain time, such as the Flanconade, which for them
becomes dangerous as it is difficult to perform with an exact opposition. In addition they
perform in the assault generally all the blows which I have shown you; & the only difference
that one thinks to perceive between one & the others, comes when right handers do not
fence them as often as left handers do with right handers, the latter, for this reason, find
themselves embarrassed at the beginning of an assault, but for the few times that a right
hander practices against a left hander, he finds familiarity soon with the game of the latter.
With regard to the left hander, they make the same blows & same parries as the right
hander against a right hander; however left handers are again more disconcerted in their
assaults not when against right handers but when against left handers, because they are
fencing them for the first time.
If the left handers are reputed to be dangerous with regard to right handers it is because
the latter are not in the habit of fencing left handers, & the greater part of masters barely
parry from time to time with the left hand against blows from their right-handed pupils,
such that when they are opposed with a left hander, they find themselves stunned to see
their sword in another situation from that which they have always practiced. Masters can
thus prevent this embarrassment where they expose them by parrying with the left hand, &
their pupils will then have the same advantage against left handers that they have against
right handers.

M. Liancour says that “When one pushes in quarte, the left hander must push in tierce, &
thus for the other blows.” The principle is false. Tierce is thrust inside the arm, & it must be
that the strong of the parry for one as for the other, the first of the two which thrusts tierce
on the lunge will infallibly touch on the riposte, or with a reprise of quarte coupée outside
the arm. One must not thrust tierce underneath or outside the arm, otherwise they risk
being struck in the face or making a touch at the same time. I do not disapprove, however,
of a riposte in tierce inside the arm, when one has parried tierce with the strong well
supported, & that the blow is descending without extension, but one must have great speed
to perform it well.
It is essential that both, especially right handers, must always be on guard in quarte
outside the arm, to not be disarmed with a dry blow on the strong of the cutting edge of the
blade that left handers appear more in hand from the frequent occasion that they fence
with them. Thus, the advantage to be on guard outside the arm is for those who have the
lightest hand.
The left hander & the right hander must always thrust quarte for preference along the
blade, either outside or inside, or underneath, when disengaging, marking a feint, double
feint, double cutover &c. by observing to return promptly on guard in quarte outside the
arm by a subtle disengagement after having thrust inside the arm.
Question: Is it not, Sir, however in the particular interest of gentlemen who are your
friends, rather than the public, to teach them the same game, that is to say, the principles
of your Art in a completely uniform manner?
Response: Yes, Sir, the art of arms will gain them the usefulness of becoming grander, &
more established as my friends. There is no necessity to prefer any over the other. Public
opinion could not be more divided, of those who have parity of merit among members that
would not be received & allow them to be taught with the same principles. Emulation does
not exist among them, to propose & prove in their Assemblies the exposures that experience
will make each one perfect more and more the method which they adopt. A union between
masters will only be more certain. Each of them will gain more surely the esteem &
confidence of the Public; & far from deviating opinion from the regulations, these will be full
from all their plenitudes, & arrive at the desirable aim, I want to say they will tend towards
perfection.
Chapter 14- the assault
The assault is performed by two athletes in an Academy of Arms all the principles that they
have received, with the same attention that they can apply in combat with the sword.
The lessons which I have given you up to now, Sir, were in each division parts of the
assault, it would be useless for me to repeat that to enter into new detail on all the blows
that the various positions can perform. It remains for me thus that to remark to you the
most common faults among Assailants, so that you can seek to avoid them.
If, conforming to the definition above, the assault must always be a true representation of a
combat, well sustained on both sides that must fulfil the conditions of today. Unfortunately,
nothing is useful which can only become prejudicial by the abuse that is done. The
principles of arms should become scrupulously put into practice in assaults; but we almost
do more assaults than deserve the name, because one will not benefit from the lessons that
one has received. One must however pay attention to avoid false blows. One will only apply
oneself to take uncertain times; self-worth dominates assailants, prevention governs them:
some act without intent & without rules; others rely on their strength, & are guided by their
sole efforts of their Nature, pushing ceaselessly to thrust in vain, so that they become,
according to Mr. de Brye, vigorous maladroits; others then, & this is the greatest number,
neglect the parries which are the foundation & safety of arms: beyond more of intent in
their game, of prudence, order, prescience, & again less judgement. Instead of them

possessing a spirit in the present, not to underestimate yourself in order to undertake with
certainty to profit from the faults of the assailant, each abandoning themselves to chance,
delivering themselves in disorder; & far from seeking to replace themselves with a parry by
furnishing themselves with the means to do so, only having the ambition to hit well, or
poorly; thus he is not able to succeed, spited by his forwardness, and engages too close in
measure, is forced to withdraw the arm, & occasion false blows, because that is all they can
reasonably do and they will never bring about a good ending.
Again, among other bad habits, there are those that cry out with each thrust; others turn
their backs when they are pressed upon too quickly, either to stop the impetuosity of their
assailant & ruin their intention, or to make them decide that his blow has touched out of
bounds, if he is not master of himself enough to hold back this impulse: but by turning the
back thus through imprudence or by habit in a serious affair, will it allow them to imagine
that they have been hit inappropriately, if they receive a blow which could be ordinarily
defended against?
The others, after having formed in vain different attacks, finish by thrusting on the lunge,
resting on the blow, without recovering, thus to prevent by their opposition a riposte from
their adversary, which revolts the latter with good reason, who having parried the attacks, it
is natural that he has the means to make a riposte. Is not the point that this old abuse gave
birth to the disarms, of which I have shown you, sir, the dangers?
A fault common among assailants, is to quit their guard & let fall their point as soon as
they are touched, when they believe themselves to be done, without protecting their retreat
with a parry; & when at this instant that they lower the point, the adversary ripostes at
them & touches; this thrust counts for nothing; but does not a man who has already
received a light sword blow renders another blow more dangerous, when it finds a
favourable occasion?
Several are shocked by the benevolence & the politeness which must singularly be
remarked upon in assaults, when touching, and they carry & press again on the same blow
with excess on the foil which is bent right up to the guard, & thus the arc of the blade
touches, or at least brings the strong close to the face of the assailant. Mistakenly they
imagine that they mark the thrusts in this fashion, and that they remove any doubt. It is
however the assailant missing the point that he abides by the decision of the spectators.
Furthermore, will not an excessively forced foil break, & the fragment cause a dangerous
injury?
Rarely we see assailants who want to thrust upon all movements, taking time with neatness
& precision, & with great ardour they want to touch at the least movement, occasioning foul
blows & double hits; this is how it comes about that each of the athletes, performing using
some strength, imagine to have touched first. With less negligence of the parry, less
impatience to thrust, & more order & intelligence in their enterprise they will avoid all these
faults.
Thus, one must agree that it is most essential to act without forwardness in order to
observe attacks & the movements of the adversary, and another aspect also presents that
the assailants decide for themselves, this is equally similar for double hits, when not
seeking to determine promptly the blow which must be delivered, that they concern
themselves in the long term with who will thrust first. These dangerous habits are obvious
in that they will kill or injure one another, if they fight in this way when sword in hand.
Thus, spectators made witness to an unruly & full of bad intent assault, say with reason
that it is not necessary to learn to fence, since they only know how to give at the same time
double hits, which is the natural science of ignorants. Such is mortifying for masters who
propose that they teach the means to conserve life, to see their hopes frustrated by the poor
usage that the athletes have put the lessons which they have been given.

For you, sir, who would not want to appropriate these faults, conserve in your assaults a
preference for spirit & moderation; continue to only thrust having only decided that the best
blows are the simplest & most direct; that however you will always, when possible, thrust
on the lunge, they expose you less & protect more from half-blows; & whether the assailant
thrusts upon you, or you thrust upon him, take care that your parries have a lively riposte
in correct measure: to not enter measure without being ready to parry, & to never forget to
assure your retreat with a parry, whether you have touched, or not, out of fear of being hit
by an adventurous thrust. Judge your blows sanely & hide your intentions however you
can. Always take your adversary through mistakes, if you would like to be the best.
Don’t make frequent reprises in the assault with a fixed foot without engaging too close; be
able to master your actions. See to it that that you do not act using Nature alone, but that
you espouse, clearly & strongly, the principles which you have received, your game holding
together both the Art that Nature provides & your reasoning. Display skill supported by
boldness, but boldness tempered & directed by judgement, make to read the game of your
adversary, discern his feints, disrupt his intentions, & foresee where the point will go to
touch you.
Chapter 15- the withdrawn arm
The manner of thrusting with a withdrawn arm is natural for all men who have not received
the principles of arms. One only see, Sir, that too many people who do not fear, or do not
understand such peril, who lash out with such boldness upon the enemy, that they seem
very assured of defeat on the field. Such is for the commoners who are animated by fury
and choler. They don’t have to satiate their passions in serving themselves under arms,
other rules than their temerity.
Although it appears somewhat easy to conquer them with the means that I have procured
from my experience re-iterated in my Academy, such as is done by several distinguished
provosts that I had, nevertheless I remark that those who combat with a withdrawn arm are
almost present as the most dangerous, even with regard to those with greater experience &
and the most skill, because those who have not studied the means to render oneself master
of fury run upon him impetuously with redoubled blows in the guard of natural quinte
outside the arm, finding themself all the more dazed from this interruption, that they do not
wait, & having forgotten or neglected to instruct what must be done in such conjecture, he
ignores the parry which must be taken immediately. This is without doubt, for which, that
one sees in able men when disconcerted & overcome by temeritous ignorants. The
negligence of many masters in applying themselves to establish in favour of the pupils the
certain rules to conquer irregular blows with the withdrawn arm, must have a great part in
the annoying events. One cannot thus practice these exercises too much to work on a point
to have never made the object of their thrusts. In waiting that they have satisfaction, for
you to make to see, Sir, that it is done well, that the re-doubled blows of the withdrawn arm
are invincible, & that they can become favourable for someone to offer to use them
themselves against a man who is a little familiar with arms; her a man, alert & vigorous,
who has never been instructed in the manner to hold a sword give him a foil, beg him to
employ all his efforts in thrusting a botte at you, you will see him charge upon you with
vivacity with a withdrawn arm with large movements; you will not be dazzled, parry all his
blows alternating with prime & seconde, while breaking measure according to need, he will
not delay in becoming tired himself, & from this, wanting to stop, the parry you will connect
to his blade, gain ground quickly upon him with point to the body, taking the opportunity
to oppose with the left hand.
You can again parry his bottes with demi-circle, & gain his blade, plunging him in quarte,
which becomes almost unnecessary here. If in breaking measure you lack the parry of
demi-circle; you will be usefully served with that of octave, then you give the same riposte of
quarte: see plate 21 & 22.

If it comes about that you find yourself close in, such that there is no more possibility to
break, you will make the two parries of circle, one performed in quarte & the other in prime:
see plates 28 & 29.
Those who combat with the withdrawn arm, found all their hope upon a sudden &
continual use of three or four blows at first; those which one has parried, they find
themselves disconcerted & in such disorder, that they are declared conquered the most
often, & their wrist by the too great contraction of the nerves stay stiff & almost immobile .
If voltes are to be used, despite being abolished for good reason, their use can become
useful in some matters under arms, it would have been in the case of these blows thrust
without measure with a withdrawn arm, because the evolutions which, in voltes, leave the
body subtly out of line on which the blows are directed, would sometimes parry these
bottes: but a mind preoccupied with the execution of voltes will neglect the parries which
must always have preference, being very prompt & more certain on all occasions.
No more is needed, Sir, for you to prove how easily you can punish such fiery ignorance of
he who combats against you with withdrawn arm. The science of arms that you come to
acquire can only, whatever may be said, be doubtful in its practice, when you are against a
temeritous maladroit and have superiority determined through habit of the parade, an
understanding of measure, suppleness of the limbs, precision & speed for taking time.
Question. I face, sir, all matters however I can; & since I make that hate has no limits in a
corrupt heart, I suppose that my enemy, seeing my sword fall, has the cowardly indignity to
launch upon me without wanting to give me the time to withdraw, leaving me only with
some feeble resource?
Response: Yes, Sir, one can make a parry with the right hand, arm extended, fingers
extended while breaking measure with large steps in order to remove oneself, or to leap,
when he lunges the blow, for you to rush immediately on him, because only the extreme is
left when in extreme situations.
Chapter 16- with sword in hand
The art of arms is no more than an invention due a necessity to assure the preservation of
life & defence of the country.
If the force of law was abolished, there would be no other principles than the false
advantages of learning from bad citizens to aggress their co-citizens. Civil law is established
to punish the injured, the outraged and the affronted; & it is permitted for us to use
legitimately, our arms against those who seek to end our life. This is a constant, as a way to
punish those who are confident in their experience & their skill, boasting of it or who,
uniquely brave from their ferocity, are unjust in their principles, aggressors by inclination,
cruel due to the vices in their heart, only insult their compatriots, who through vainglory of
their certain conquering, or to render themselves formidable? It is perverted to envy the
glory of brigands & to do the same things as them!
For you, sir, who has never studied the principles of arms, so as to follow them exactly, I
wish you luck in your teachings, & to see you excite jealous regards from amateurs at your
talents & your conduct.
Also, I hope you are warned by my various lessons from the attacks which one must avoid
in fencing, sword in hand; I shall impart again some reflections which cannot be less useful
than those previous.
In the preliminary exercises for the assault, even when in an assault, one only makes feints
& double feints, marked times, appels, attacks & double attacks to acquire certainty in the
hand, lightness & skill; but in a serious affair there is no other choice, one must not make
feints upon which one can be surprised; on the contrary, in the different circumstances of

engagement, one must not thrust at an opening with anything other than direct & simple
attacks which protect you with their opposition and reprises with the hand, certain times,
return on your retreat with simple parries, such as circle and demi-circle, but more
particularly those of counter and double-counter of quarte which easily encounter the
sword; finally to prevent surprise attacks, one must take care to only return on guard out of
reach of the enemy, sword always in front of you, to be able yourself able to defend against
all attacks.
In the detail of my lessons, I have avoided a preference for oppositions with the left hand
upon attacks in prime, high quarte, seconde inside the arm & flanconade, so as to not lose
good form which distinguishes the Academic game; but when it comes to your safety you
must use all means which will protect you: thus opposition with the left hand while all
these attacks thrust against you is strongly necessary.
It is principally in the present occasion that the art of arms comes into itself, or the most
dangerous or the most important of arts: for it to serve you usefully nothing must astonish
you, fight in cold-blood, with boldness, without too much management & without choler: I
say “cold blood” because someone who is afraid is already half-conquered, when he is
confused by any attack & does not thrust at length, nor profits from opportunities that
Fortune presents to him, “without too much management” because an enemy who you
totally manage, mistakes your insouciance for your weak defence & often goes to the end of
his efforts above his own to punish the too great confidence which you accords to a
superior, “without choler” because outbursts remove judgement, creates precipitation,
makes large actions & misdirects the hand.
Your experience must help you distinguish if the engagement with your enemy is more for
attack or for defence. In the first case you must only occupy yourself with lively parries to
riposte in the same way; in the second, since your enemy proposes to do nothing more than
parry & riposte, it is prudent for you to not uncover yourself too much in your actions, nor
to make clear your intentions; you must on the contrary seek to make him uncover himself.
It is however more with the head than the hand which does combat, however, in combat,
confound his victory using luck.
It would not be useful for me to make you recall the most essential points of my lessons,
thus the day-to-day faults of assailants which I have raised in the previous chapter, it is
enough for you to bring them back to your attention so as to profit from them.
By observing the rules which I have the honour of teaching you, it is impossible that do not
find the moment to make valorous advantages, when you would defend yourself, then you
have acquired steadiness, vivacity, perception, justness of the hand, understanding of
measure & of timing. I say when you must defend yourself, because you must not equally
be the aggressor, nor the superior, nor an inferior. When equal is versus equal the success
of the contention is always dubious; it is temerity to attack a man stronger than you &
baseness to attack the weaker: in this list is shameful to be overcome, and it is shameful to
be the victor.
Thus remember, sir, in all occasions, that one shows less courage in the attack, than in
conquering those who attack us unjustly & you only carry arms in the service of the king
and country, our for defence of the self in a just cause under witness of your conscience;
never to satisfy passion, nor with the vanity of bad intent; never for fear of loss of fictional
honour, which have no support than false opinion: but against unjust attacks you must not
do otherwise, no timidity, nor fear of death; on the contrary, defend yourself courageously
with spirit present & this air of assurance which always gives a legitimate cause: a cause
which is not good in itself, becomes more bad, when you would support it.
You are not required to, even if you are even defending yourself, respond to being called up
for a duel; religion & laws of the land reprimand with the greatest severity of a false point of

honour, which, before the establishment of these laws, brought about blindness & misrule
in most idle parts of the subjects of Royalty, until they declare themselves barbarians of
fashion, unjust in their fantasy & vindicated by vainglory.
I reckon myself infinitely fortunate, sir, if, after you have risen to the highest degree of
arms, my opinions on the magnanimous & veritable point of honour can appear to be
almost good advice with the principles of my art, to become essentially useful to the French
nation, just as I propose. Since I also concur with the ordinances of our monarch, to force
the scrappers & the Agitators of public view, to abandon their murderous fury, to
extinguish secret duels, reduce brawling, temper violence, condone honour under arms
with reason, humanity & religion.
THE END
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Parry of quarte under the arm upon quarte under the arm

Parry of low tierce upon tierce

Parry octave upon quarte coupéee outside the arm

Parry of demi-circle upon low quarte

Parry flanconnade upon flanconnade

Parry of flying point upon quarte under the arm

Cutover the point

Parry of counter-quarte

Parry of counter-tierce

Parry of circle in quarte

Parry of circle in prime

Parry of prime upon blow with the withdrawn arm

Riposte after having parried a blow with the withdrawn arm

Riposte upon a blow parried with sword in hand

Botte in quarte touching when sword in hand

